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Schedule
Effect of Drug Manufacturers’ Rebates on Ohio Health Plans Pharmaceutical Expenditures
Authors: Enrique Seoane Vazquez, Rosa Rodriguez-Monguio, Jay Visaria

Presenter: Enrique Seoane Vazquez <pharmacoeconomics@osu.edu>
Session: Drug Insurance
Chair: Marisa Domino <domino@unc.edu>
Discussant:

Is drug coverage a free lunch? Cross-price elasticities and the design of prescription drug benefits
Authors: Martin Gaynor, Jian Li, William Vogt

Presenter: Jian Li <jianl@andrew.cmu.edu>
Session: Drug Insurance
Chair: Marisa Domino <domino@unc.edu>
Discussant:

The Effect of Insurance on the Demand for Prescription Drugs by the Elderly and Near-Elderly
Authors: Merrile Sing, Edward Miller, Jessica Banthin

Presenter: Merrile Sing <msing@ahrq.gov>
Session: Drug Insurance
Chair: Marisa Domino <domino@unc.edu>
Discussant:
Clinical Trial Participation and Prescription Drug Use
Authors: Meredith Kilgore, Dana Goldman

Cost-Effectiveness of Early-Stage Lung Cancer Adjuvant Treatments in Practice Using Instrumental Variable Estimates
Authors: John Brooks, Elizabeth Chrischilles, Eun Cho, Shari Chen-Hardee, Shane Scott

The Decision to Conduct a Head-to-Head Comparative Trial: A Game-Theoretic Analysis
Authors: Edward Mansley, Elamin Elbasha, Steven Teutsch, Marc Berger
Effect of antidepressants on employment of women with HIV in the HAART era: 1995-2004
Authors: Omar Galarraga

Presenter: Omar Galarraga <ogalarra@jhsph.edu>

Session: Mental Health and Employment
Chair: Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>
Discussant: Cynthia Perry <cdperry@rwj.harvard.edu>, Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>, Didem Bernard <Didem.Bernard@ahrq.hhs.gov>

Labor Market Outcomes of Persons with Mental Disorders
Authors: Marjorie Baldwin, Steven Marcus

Presenter: Marjorie Baldwin <marjorie.baldwin@asu.edu>

Session: Mental Health and Employment
Chair: Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>
Discussant: Cynthia Perry <cdperry@rwj.harvard.edu>, Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>, Didem Bernard <Didem.Bernard@ahrq.hhs.gov>

The Influence of Mental Health Status on Employment for HIV-Positive Individuals
Authors: Stephanie Bernell

Presenter: Stephanie Bernell <stephanie.bernell@oregonstate.edu>

Session: Mental Health and Employment
Chair: Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>
Discussant: Cynthia Perry <cdperry@rwj.harvard.edu>, Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>, Didem Bernard <Didem.Bernard@ahrq.hhs.gov>
Health Expenditure Estimation and Functional Form: Applications of Generalized Gamma and Extended General Linear Models
Authors: Edward Miller, Steven Hill

Presenter: Edward Miller <emiller@ahrq.gov>

Session: Modeling
Chair: Susan Etter <settner@mednet.ucla.edu>
Discussant: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>,
Michael French <mfrench@miami.edu>,
Bill Crown <william.crown@ingenix.com>

Properties of treatment effect estimates in switching regime models: impacts of sample size and strength and dirtiness of instruments.
Authors: Henry (Joe) Henk, William Crown, David Vanness

Presenter: Henry (Joe) Henk <Henry.Henk@I3Magnifi.com>

Session: Modeling
Chair: Susan Etter <settner@mednet.ucla.edu>
Discussant: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>,
Michael French <mfrench@miami.edu>,
Bill Crown <william.crown@ingenix.com>

Time Series Issues in the Estimation of the Rational Addiction using Micro Data
Authors: Brian Ferguson, Audrey Laporte, Frank Windmeijer

Presenter: Brian Ferguson <brianfer@uoguelph.ca>

Session: Modeling
Chair: Susan Etter <settner@mednet.ucla.edu>
Discussant: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>,
Michael French <mfrench@miami.edu>,
Bill Crown <william.crown@ingenix.com>
Disparities in Late-Stage Cancer Diagnoses in 1990 and 2000: A Comparative Study of Three American Cities
Authors: Janis Barry, Nancy Breen

Do Residential Segregation and Economic Inequality Explain Race Disparities in Health Services Use?
Authors: Darrell Gaskin

Location decisions of mammography facilities: racial/ethnic disparities across zip-codes
Authors: Mythreyi Bhargavan, Jonathan Sunshine
Did Medicaid/SCHIP Crowd-Out Private Insurance Coverage among U.S. Low-Income Children?: A Multilevel Approach
Authors: Adetokunbo Oluwole, Dennis Shea

Presenter: Adetokunbo Oluwole <AXO129@PSU.EDU>

Session: Private Insurance
Chair: Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>
Discussant: Dennis Shea <dshea@psu.edu>, Laura Dunlop <ljd@rti.org>, Adetokunbo Oluwole <AXO129@PSU.EDU>

Health Care Costs Associated with Autism among Privately Insured Children
Authors: Douglas Leslie, Andres Martin

Presenter: Douglas Leslie <douglas.leslie@yale.edu>

Session: Private Insurance
Chair: Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>
Discussant: Dennis Shea <dshea@psu.edu>, Laura Dunlop <ljd@rti.org>, Adetokunbo Oluwole <AXO129@PSU.EDU>
### The Effect of Health Insurance Characteristics on Outpatient Mental Health Care and Substance Abuse Treatment Utilization among Privately-Insured Employees and their Dependents

**Authors:** Laura Dunlap, Edward Norton, Gary Zarkin

**Presenter:** Laura Dunlap <ljd@rti.org>

**Session:** Private Insurance

**Chair:** Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>

**Discussant:** Dennis Shea <dshea@psu.edu>, Laura Dunlop <ljd@rti.org>, Adetokunbo Oluwole <AXO129@PSU.EDU>

---

### Suicide and the Evolution of the Market for Anti-Depressants: A Test of Rational Choice Theory

**Authors:** Dean R. Lillard

**Presenter:** Dean Lillard <DRL3@cornell.edu>

**Session:** Economics of Suicide Prevention

**Chair:** David Cutler <dcutler@fas.harvard.edu>

**Discussant:** Pinka Chatterji <pchatterji@charsearch.org>, Judith Shinogle <jshinogle@rti.org>, Alison Cuellar <ac2068@columbia.edu>
### Antidepressants and Youth: Healing or Harmful?

**Authors:** Sara Markowitz, Alison Evans Cuellar  
**Presenter:** Sara Markowitz <smarkow@rutgers.edu>  

| Session: Economics of Suicide Prevention  
| Chair: David Cutler <dcutler@fas.harvard.edu>  
| Discussant: Pinka Chatterji <pchatterji@charesearch.org>, Judith Shinogle <jshinogle@rti.org>, Alison Cuellar <ac2068@columbia.edu> |

### Involuntary Psychiatric Commitment and the Incidence of Suicide: An Economic Analysis

**Authors:** Martin Zelder  
**Presenter:** Martin Zelder <mzelder@bsd.uchicago.edu>  

| Session: Economics of Suicide Prevention  
| Chair: David Cutler <dcutler@fas.harvard.edu>  
| Discussant: Pinka Chatterji <pchatterji@charesearch.org>, Judith Shinogle <jshinogle@rti.org>, Alison Cuellar <ac2068@columbia.edu> |
### Use of instrument variables in the presence of heterogeneity and self-selection: An application in breast cancer patients

**Authors:** Anirban Basu, James J. Heckman, Salvador Navarro-Lozano

**Presenter:** Anirban Basu <abasu@medicine.bsd.uchicago.edu>

**Session:** Endogeneity in Health Econometric Modeling and Estimation

**Chair:** Bruce Stuart <bstuart@rx.umaryland.edu>

**Discussant:** Partha Deb <partha.deb@hunter.cuny.edu>, William Greene <wgreene@stern.nyu.edu>, Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>

---

### Health Care Use and Endogenous Insurance Decisions of the Elderly: An Econometric Analysis of HRS Panel Data Using Latent Factor Models

**Authors:** Fei Liu, Pravin K. Trivedi

**Presenter:** Pravin Trivedi <trivedi@indiana.edu>

**Session:** Endogeneity in Health Econometric Modeling and Estimation

**Chair:** Bruce Stuart <bstuart@rx.umaryland.edu>

**Discussant:** Partha Deb <partha.deb@hunter.cuny.edu>, William Greene <wgreene@stern.nyu.edu>, Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
More Ado About Two: Endogenous Switching, Sample Selection, Endogenous Treatment Effects and the Modified Two-Part Model

Authors: Joseph V. Terza

Presenter: Joseph Terza <jvt@ichp.ufl.edu>

Session: Endogeneity in Health Econometric Modeling and Estimation
Chair: Bruce Stuart <bstuart@rx.umd.edu>
Discussant: Partha Deb <partha.deb@hunter.cuny.edu>, William Greene <wgreene@stern.nyu.edu>, Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>

Panel

Presenter: Carol Medlin <cmedlin@globalhealth.ucsf.edu>

Session: Exploring Behavioral/Economic Interventions to Improve Health Outcomes among Adolescents in Poor Countries
Chair: Stefano Bertozzi <sbertozzi@correo.insp.mx>
Discussant:

Panel

Presenter: Ethan Yeh <eyeh@berkeley.edu>

Session: Exploring Behavioral/Economic Interventions to Improve Health Outcomes among Adolescents in Poor Countries
Chair: Stefano Bertozzi <sbertozzi@correo.insp.mx>
Discussant:
**Panel**

**Presenter:** Julian Jamison <julison@berkeley.edu>

**Session:** Exploring Behavioral/Economic Interventions to Improve Health Outcomes among Adolescents in Poor Countries

**Chair:** Stefano Bertozzi <sbertozzi@correo.insp.mx>

Discussant:

---

Monday June 5, 2006 1045-1215  
Room: 332

**Economic projections of health care spending and the demand for physicians**

**Authors:** Mark Henk

**Presenter:** Mark Henk <pauly@wharton.upenn.edu>

**Session:** Beyond Physician Shortages: Economic Uncertainties in an Uncertain Future

**Chair:** Richard Cooper <rcooper@mcw.edu>

Discussant:

---

Monday June 5, 2006 1045-1215  
Room: 332

**Expenditures necessary to increase the production of physicians within the US**

**Authors:** Gail Wilensky

**Presenter:** Gail Wilensky <gwilensky@projecthope.org>

**Session:** Beyond Physician Shortages: Economic Uncertainties in an Uncertain Future

**Chair:** Richard Cooper <rcooper@mcw.edu>

Discussant:
Impact of physician shortages on the delivery of services
Authors: Richard Cooper

Presenter: Richard Cooper <cooperra@wharton.upenn.edu>

Session: Beyond Physician Shortages: Economic Uncertainties in an Uncertain Future
Chair: Richard Cooper <rcooper@mcw.edu>
Discussant:

Economic impact of medical migration from developing to developed countries
Authors: Marko Vujicic

Presenter: Marko Vujicic <mvujicic@worldbank.org>

Session: Beyond Physician Shortages: Economic Uncertainties in an Uncertain Future
Chair: Richard Cooper <rcooper@mcw.edu>
Discussant:

The Fragile Foundations of Regional Scientific Advantage: The Impact of US Stem Cell Policy on the Geography of Scientific Discovery
Authors: Jeffrey L. Furman, Fiona Murray, Scott Stern

Presenter: Scott Stern <sns5r@virginia.edu>

Session: Academia, Biotechnology and Big Pharma: Stem Cells, Fast Track Review and Price Controls
Chair: Ernst R. Berndt <berndt@rcn.com>
Discussant:
Does Financing Have a Real Effect on Biotech Drug Development?
Authors: Patricia Danzon, Andrew Metrick, Sean Nicholson

Presenter: Sean Nicholson <sn243@cornell.edu>

Session: Academia, Biotechnology and Big Pharma: Stem Cells, Fast Track Review and Price Controls
Chair: Ernst R. Berndt <berndt@rcn.com>
Discussant:

---

Biotechnology Drugs, Traditional Pharmaceuticals and International Price Controls
Authors: John E. Calfee, Elizabeth DuPre, Mario Villarreal

Presenter: John Calfee <CalfeeJ@AEI.org>

Session: Academia, Biotechnology and Big Pharma: Stem Cells, Fast Track Review and Price Controls
Chair: Ernst R. Berndt <berndt@rcn.com>
Discussant:

---

Cohort Turnover and Productivity: The July Phenomenon in Teaching Hospitals
Authors: Robert Huckman, Jason Barro

Presenter: Robert Huckman <rhuckman@hbs.edu>

Session: Workforce
Chair: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
Discussant: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Discussant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Strange Case of the Negative Resident Wage</td>
<td>Jerry Cromwell</td>
<td>Jerry Cromwell <a href="mailto:jcromwell@rti.org">jcromwell@rti.org</a></td>
<td>Workforce</td>
<td>Joel Hay <a href="mailto:jhay@usc.edu">jhay@usc.edu</a></td>
<td>Joel Hay <a href="mailto:jhay@usc.edu">jhay@usc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which is a Better Investment for Health Workforce Growth: Expanded</td>
<td>Joanne Spetz, Susan Chapman, Jean Seago</td>
<td>Joanne Spetz <a href="mailto:jojo@alum.mit.edu">jojo@alum.mit.edu</a></td>
<td>Workforce</td>
<td>Joel Hay <a href="mailto:jhay@usc.edu">jhay@usc.edu</a></td>
<td>Joel Hay <a href="mailto:jhay@usc.edu">jhay@usc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support to Students?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Does Price Matter in Healthcare Stated-Choice Surveys?</td>
<td>F. Reed Johnson</td>
<td>F. Reed Johnson <a href="mailto:frjohnson@rti.org">frjohnson@rti.org</a></td>
<td>New Developments in Preference Measurement</td>
<td>Peter Zweifel <a href="mailto:pzweifel@soi.unizh.ch">pzweifel@soi.unizh.ch</a></td>
<td>Mark Pauly <a href="mailto:pauly@wharton.upenn.edu">pauly@wharton.upenn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Patients’ Willingness to Accept Risk-Benefit Tradeoffs in Treating Multiple Sclerosis
Authors: George van Houtven
Presenter: George van Houtven <gvh@rti.org>
Session: New Developments in Preference Measurement
Chair: Peter Zweifel <pzweifel@soi.unizh.ch>
Discussant: Mark Pauly <pauly@wharton.upenn.edu>

A Life-cycle Model of Demand for Future Risk Reductions with Two Types of Age Effects
Authors: J.R. DeShazo
Presenter: J.R. DeShazo <deshazo@ucla.edu>
Session: New Developments in Preference Measurement
Chair: Peter Zweifel <pzweifel@soi.unizh.ch>
Discussant: Mark Pauly <pauly@wharton.upenn.edu>

Identifying Peer Effects in Substance Abuse Treatment
Authors: Tracy Falba, Patrick Bayer, Jody Sindelar
Presenter: Tracy Falba <tracy.falba@yale.edu>
Session: Risky Behavior
Chair: Catherine McLaughlin <cmcl@umich.edu>
Discussant: Phil DeCicca <decicca@mcmaster.ca>, Robert Kaestner <kaestner@uic.edu>, Jeff DeSimone <jdesimon@coba.usf.edu>
The Determinants of Gambling Behavior
Authors: John Nyman, John Welte, Bryan Dowd
Presenter: John Nyman <nyman001@umn.edu>
Session: Risky Behavior
Chair: Catherine McLaughlin <cmcl@umich.edu>
Discussant: Phil DeCicca <decicca@mcmaster.ca>, Robert Kaestner <kaestner@uic.edu>, Jeff DeSimone <jdesimon@coba.usf.edu>

What matters: Reality or Perception? The impact of peer binging on college student drinking behaviors
Authors: Amy Wolaver, Lisa Powell, Frank Chaloupka, Christina Ciecierski, Henry Wechsler
Presenter: Amy Wolaver <awolaver@bucknell.edu>
Session: Risky Behavior
Chair: Catherine McLaughlin <cmcl@umich.edu>
Discussant: Phil DeCicca <decicca@mcmaster.ca>, Robert Kaestner <kaestner@uic.edu>, Jeff DeSimone <jdesimon@coba.usf.edu>

Alcohol Consumption and Unemployment
Authors: Gulcin Gumus
Presenter: Gulcin Gumus <ggumus@miami.edu>
Session: Alcohol and Employment
Chair: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>
Discussant: Euna Han, Michael French <mfrench@miami.edu>, Hua Wang <wang1@email.unc.edu>
Employment and Income Effects Related to Drinking with Controls for Drug Abuse and Smoking: Analysis Using the NESARC Database

Authors: Allen Goodman, Janet Hankin

Presenter: Allen Goodman <allen.goodman@wayne.edu>

Session: Alcohol and Employment
Chair: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>
Discussant: Euna Han, Michael French <mfrench@miami.edu>, Hua Wang <wang1@email.unc.edu>

The Impact of Parental Drinking on Children’s Utilization of Health Care Services

Authors: Ana Balsa

Presenter: Ana Balsa <abalsa@miami.edu>

Session: Alcohol and Employment
Chair: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>
Discussant: Euna Han, Michael French <mfrench@miami.edu>, Hua Wang <wang1@email.unc.edu>

Do HMOs Provide Better Quality Primary Care to Medicare Beneficiaries?

Authors: Jayasree Basu, Lee Mobley

Presenter: Jayasree Basu <jbasu@ahrq.gov>

Session: HMOs
Chair: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
HMO Selection Incentives and Underprovision of Mental Health Care

Authors: Zhun Cao

Presenter: Zhun Cao <zcao@charesearch.org>

Session: HMOs
Chair: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>

Propensity Score and Instrumental Analysis of Mortality Differences Between Medicare HMO Enrollees and FFS Beneficiaries

Authors: Matthew Maciejewski, Song Wang, Andrew Zhou

Presenter: Matthew Maciejewski <mlmaciej@u.washington.edu>

Session: HMOs
Chair: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>

Determinants of catastrophic health expenditures in Brazil: the impact of the public system and private insurance

Authors: Antonio Bos, Hugh Waters

Presenter: Antonio Bos <abos@tusculum.edu>

Session: Health Systems
Chair: Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>
Discussant: Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>
**Federal Health Care Funding in Canada: Is It Allocated According to Need?**

**Authors:** Yukiko Asada, George Kephart

**Presenter:** Yukiko Asada <yukiko.asada@dal.ca>

**Session:** Health Systems

**Chair:** Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>

**Discussant:** Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>

---

**Ranking the health system efficiency of Canadian provinces, American states and OECD countries, using DEA**

**Authors:** Chunping Liu, Brian Ferguson, Audrey Laporte

**Presenter:** Chunping Liu <liuc@uoguelph.ca>

**Session:** Health Systems

**Chair:** Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>

**Discussant:** Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>

---

**Affordability of health insurance: Do assets and net wealth explain the demand for health insurance better than income?**

**Authors:** Didem Bernard, Jessica Banthin, William Encinosa

**Presenter:** Didem Bernard <didem.bernard@ahrq.hhs.gov>

**Session:** Insurance

**Chair:** David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>

**Discussant:** David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>
Insurance Turnover as an Impediment to Improving Health Care Quality  
**Authors:** Mark Votruba, Randall Cebul, James Rebitzer, Raymond Herschman  
**Presenter:** Mark Votruba <mark.votruba@case.edu>  

The Effects of Partial-Year Insurance Coverage on the Healthcare Utilization of Low-Income Children  
**Authors:** Lindsey Leininger, Willard Manning  
**Presenter:** Lindsey Leininger <leiningr@uchicago.edu>  

How Does Direct-To-Consumer Advertising Influence the Demand for Mental Health Treatment?  
**Authors:** Chad D. Meyerhoefer, Samuel H. Zuvekas  
**Presenter:** Samuel Zuvekas <szuvekas@ahrq.gov>
Generic Scrip Share and the Price of Brand-name Drugs: The Role of Consumer Choice
Authors: John A. Rizzo, Richard Zeckhauser

Presenter: John Rizzo <john.rizzo@stonybrook.edu>

Session: Consumer Behavior and Pharmaceutical Drug Expenditures
Chair: Avi Dor <avi.dor@case.edu>
Discussant: Avi Dor <avi.dor@case.edu>, Jian Li <jianl@andrew.cmu.edu>

Do Prescription Drugs Reduce Hospitalizations and Costs?
Authors: Bill Encinosa, Didem Bernard, Avi Dor

Presenter: Bill Encinosa <wencinos@ahrq.gov>

Session: Consumer Behavior and Pharmaceutical Drug Expenditures
Chair: Avi Dor <avi.dor@case.edu>
Discussant: Avi Dor <avi.dor@case.edu>, Jian Li <jianl@andrew.cmu.edu>

Cost-effective treatment for adolescents with opioid dependence
Authors: Daniel Polsky

Presenter: Daniel Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>

Session: Cost Utility in Drug Abuse Treatment Evaluation
Chair: William S. Cartwright
Discussant: Kathryn McCollister <kmccolli@med.miami.edu>
Patient and Societal Utilities For A Spectrum Of Opiate, Cocaine, And Marijuana Problems
Authors: Kevin L. Kraemer, Mark S. Roberts, Ihsan Salloum

Presenter: Kevin Kraemer <kraemerkl@upmc.edu>

Session: Cost Utility in Drug Abuse Treatment Evaluation
Chair: William S. Cartwright
Discussant: Kathryn McCollister <kmccolli@med.miami.edu>

Sensitivity of Preference-Weighted Health-Related Quality of Life Measures and Substance Use Severity
Authors: Jeffrey M. Pyne, Brenda Booth, Shanti Tripathi, Richard Rapp, Michael French, Kathryn McCollister

Presenter: Jeffrey Pyne <jmpyne@uams.edu>

Session: Cost Utility in Drug Abuse Treatment Evaluation
Chair: William S. Cartwright
Discussant: Kathryn McCollister <kmccolli@med.miami.edu>

Is the Impact of Managed Care on Hospital Prices Decreasing?
Authors: William D. White, David Dranove, Richard Lindrooth, Jack Zwanziger

Presenter: William White <wdw8@cornell.edu>

Session: Emerging Issues in the Hospital Industry
Chair: Frank Sloan <fsloan@hpolicy.duke.edu>
Discussant: Kathleen Carey <kcarey@bu.edu>, Kevin Volpp <volpp70@mail.med.upenn.edu>, Richard C. Lindrooth <lindrorc@musc.edu>
Do the Financial Incentives Linked to Ownership of “Limited-Service” Hospitals Affect Physicians Practice Patterns?
Authors: Jean M. Mitchell
Presenter: Jean Mitchell <mitchejm@georgetown.edu>
Session: Emerging Issues in the Hospital Industry
Chair: Frank Sloan <fsloan@hpolicy.duke.edu>
Discussant: Kathleen Carey <kcarey@bu.edu>, Kevin Volpp <volpp70@mail.med.upenn.edu>, Richard C. Lindrooth <lindrorc@musc.edu>

Safety Net Activities and Hospital Profitability During the 1990s
Authors: Jack Zwanziger, Anil Bamezai
Presenter: Jack Zwanziger <jzwanzig@uic.edu>
Session: Emerging Issues in the Hospital Industry
Chair: Frank Sloan <fsloan@hpolicy.duke.edu>
Discussant: Kathleen Carey <kcarey@bu.edu>, Kevin Volpp <volpp70@mail.med.upenn.edu>, Richard C. Lindrooth <lindrorc@musc.edu>
### Smoke and/or Drink? The Effect of Alcohol Control on Smoking by Teenagers

**Authors:** Philip Cook, Christopher Carpenter

**Presenter:** Philip Cook <pcook@duke.edu>

**Session:** Determinants and Consequences of Substance Use and Abuse

**Chair:** Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

**Discussant:** John Tauras <tauras@uic.edu>, Hope Corman <corman@rider.edu>, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

---

### Cigarette Advertisements and Smoking Cessation

**Authors:** Donald Kenkel, Rosemary Avery, Dean Lillard, Alan Mathios

**Presenter:** Don Kenkel <dsk10@cornell.edu>

**Session:** Determinants and Consequences of Substance Use and Abuse

**Chair:** Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

**Discussant:** John Tauras <tauras@uic.edu>, Hope Corman <corman@rider.edu>, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>
An Exploration of the Relationship Between Risky Sexual Behavior and Substance Use by Teenagers and Young Adults
Authors: Michael Grossman, Freddy Siahaan

Presenter: Michael Grossman
<mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>

Session: Determinants and Consequences of Substance Use and Abuse
Chair: Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>
Discussant: John Tauras <tauras@uic.edu>, Hope Corman <corman@rider.edu>, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

Health Insurance Demand Responses from New Price Structures Offered by Consumer Directed Health Plans
Authors: Stephen Parente, Roger Feldman, Jean Abraham, Jon Christianson

Presenter: Stephen Parente <sparente@csom.umn.edu>

Session: Insurance 2
Chair: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Pent-Up Demand and the Discovery of New Health Conditions after Medicare Enrollment
Authors: Jody Schimmel
Presenter: Jody Schimmel <j.schimmel@neu.edu>
Session: Insurance 2
Chair: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>

The Impact of an Increase in KCHIP Premiums on Insurance Coverage of Kentucky Children
Authors: James Marton
Presenter: James Marton <marton@uky.edu>
Session: Insurance 2
Chair: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>

Selection and the Effect of Prenatal Smoking
Authors: Angela Fertig
Presenter: Angela Fertig <afertig@uga.edu>
Session: Smoking
Chair: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>
Discussant: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>
The Effect of Taxes and Bans on Passive Smoking
Authors: Francesca Cornaglia, Jerome Adda
Presenter: Francesca Cornaglia <f.cornaglia@ucl.ac.uk>
Session: Smoking
Chair: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>
Discussant: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>

The Effects of Workplace Smoking Bans on Exposure to Smoke
Authors: Christopher Carpenter, Marianne Bitler, Madeline Zavodny, Agnes Scott
Presenter: Christopher Carpenter <kittc@uci.edu>
Session: Smoking
Chair: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>
Discussant: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>

Cost-effectiveness of paying drug users to abstain
Authors: Jody Sindelar, Todd Olmstead, Nancy Petry
Presenter: Todd Olmstead <todd.olmstead@yale.edu>
Session: Substance Abuse
Chair: Jose Escarce <escarce@rand.org>
Discussant: Anthony Lo Sasso <losasso@uic.edu>, Ana Balsa <abalsa@miami.edu>, David Bishai <dbishai@jhsph.edu>
The Effect of Eliminating Substance Abuse Treatment Coverage On Methadone Users
Authors: Kenneth McConnell, Neal Wallace

Presenter: Kenneth McConnell <mcconnjo@ohsu.edu>

Session: Substance Abuse
Chair: Jose Escarce <escarce@rand.org>
Discussant: Anthony Lo Sasso <losasso@uic.edu>, Ana Balsa <abalsa@miami.edu>, David Bishai <dbishai@jhsph.edu>

The Impact of Adolescent Perceptions of the Future on Substance Abuse
Authors: Elizabeth Vigdor

Presenter: Elizabeth Vigdor <evigdor@pps.duke.edu>

Session: Substance Abuse
Chair: Jose Escarce <escarce@rand.org>
Discussant: Anthony Lo Sasso <losasso@uic.edu>, Ana Balsa <abalsa@miami.edu>, David Bishai <dbishai@jhsph.edu>

Designing Effective Expansions of Insurance Coverage: Learning from New York’s Health Reform Efforts
Authors: Sharon Long, John Graves, Stephen Zuckerman

Presenter: Sharon Long <slong@ui.urban.org>

Session: Insurance 3
Chair: Ted Frech <frech@econ.ucsb.edu>
Discussant: Chris Garmon <cgarmon@ftc.gov>, Will White <wdw8@cornell.edu>, Roger Feldman <feldm002@umn.edu>
Some Unexpected Relationships Between Health Plan Options and the (Dis)Enrollment Decisions of Medicare Beneficiaries
Authors: Brian Elbel, Mark Schlesinger

Valuing Variety: How Much Do Workers Value Having Choices Among Health Insurance Plans?
Authors: Jean Abraham

A Multimodal Model of Health Care Prices
Authors: Benjamin Craig, Partha Deb
### Modeling Efficiency at the Process Level

**Authors:** Robert Lee, Roma Taunton, Byron Gajewski, Marjorie Bott

**Presenter:** Robert Lee <rlee2@kumc.edu>

**Session:** Modeling 2  
**Chair:** Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>  
**Discussant:** Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>

### Projecting the Health and Economic Impact of a Quadrivalent HPV Vaccine using a Multi-type Transmission Dynamic Model

**Authors:** Elamin Elbasha, Erik Dasbach, Ralph Insinga

**Presenter:** Elamin Elbasha <elamin_elbasha@merck.com>

**Session:** Modeling 2  
**Chair:** Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>  
**Discussant:** Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>

### Choosing Health versus Wealth: A Laboratory Survey

**Authors:** Robert Graboyes

**Presenter:** Robert Graboyes <rgraboye@richmond.edu>

**Session:** Health and Wealth  
**Chair:** Curtis Florence <cfloren@sph.emory.edu>  
**Discussant:** Reed Johnson <rjohnson@rti.org>, Curtis Florence <cfloren@sph.emory.edu>, David Becker <dbecker@uab.edu>
**Sicker and Poorer? The Role of Health Status for Welfare Leavers**

**Authors:** Robert Moffitt, Bianca Frogner

**Presenter:** Bianca Frogner <bfrogner@jhsph.edu>

**Session:** Health and Wealth

**Chair:** Curtis Florence <cfloren@sph.emory.edu>

**Discussant:** Reed Johnson <fjohnson@rti.org>, Curtis Florence <cfloren@sph.emory.edu>, David Becker <dbecker@uab.edu>

---

**Trends in the Health of the Poor and Near Poor: Have the Poor and Near Poor Been Catching Up to the Non Poor in the Last 25 Years?**

**Authors:** Elise Gould, Timothy Smeeding, Barbara Wolfe

**Presenter:** Elise Gould <egould@epinet.org>

**Session:** Health and Wealth

**Chair:** Curtis Florence <cfloren@sph.emory.edu>

**Discussant:** Reed Johnson <fjohnson@rti.org>, Curtis Florence <cfloren@sph.emory.edu>, David Becker <dbecker@uab.edu>

---

**Health Risky Behaviors and Social Capital: Four Approaches to the Issue of Causality**

**Authors:** Sherman Folland

**Presenter:** Sherman Folland <follandhome@wwnet.net>

**Session:** Social Capital

**Chair:** William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>

**Discussant:** William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Social Capital Externalities and Individual Mortality Risks in Swedish Municipalities
Authors: Kamrul Islam, Ulf-G. Gerdtham, Bo Gullberg, Martin Lindström, Juan Merlo

Presenter: Kamrul Islam <kamrul.islam@smi.mas.lu.se>

Session: Social Capital
Chair: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>

The Role of Community Social Capital in Reducing the Prevalence of Serious Mental Illness
Authors: Richard Scheffler, Timothy Brown

Presenter: Richard Scheffler <rscheff@berkeley.edu>

Session: Social Capital
Chair: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>

Economics of Increasing Immunization against Influenza in the US: Assessing Strategies toward Universal Vaccination
Authors: Ismael R. Ortega-Sanchez, Noelle-Angelique Molinari

Presenter: Ismael Ortega-Sanchez <iao8@cdc.gov>

Session: Economic Analysis of Influenza in the U.S.
Chair: Noelle-Angelique M. Molinari <nhm8@cdc.gov>
Discussant: David E. Kalist
### Cost-Effectiveness of Delivering Adult Influenza Vaccination in Non-Traditional Settings

**Authors:** Lisa Prosser, Megan O’Brien, Noelle-Angelique Molinari, Katherine Hohman, Kristin Nichol, Pascale Wortley, Mark Messonnier, Tracy Lieu

**Presenter:** Lisa Prosser <lprosser@hms.harvard.edu>

**Session:** Economic Analysis of Influenza in the U.S.

**Chair:** Noelle-Angelique M. Molinari <nhm8@cdc.gov>

**Discussant:** David E. Kalist

---

### Cost function Estimation of Mass Influenza Vaccination Clinics – Theoretical Frameworks and Challenges

**Authors:** Bo-Hyun Cho, Mark L. Messonnier, Michael L. Washington

**Presenter:** Bo-Hyun Cho <ddz5@cdc.gov>

**Session:** Economic Analysis of Influenza in the U.S.

**Chair:** Noelle-Angelique M. Molinari <nhm8@cdc.gov>

**Discussant:** David E. Kalist

---

### The impact of universal influenza recommendation at the clinic level

**Authors:** Michael L. Washington, Bo-Hyun Cho, Maggie Coleman

**Presenter:** Michael Washington <mtw4@cdc.gov>

**Session:** Economic Analysis of Influenza in the U.S.

**Chair:** Noelle-Angelique M. Molinari <nhm8@cdc.gov>

**Discussant:** David E. Kalist
Adjusting the Value of a Statistical Life for Age and Cohort Effects
Authors: Joseph E. Aldy, W. Kip Viscusi
Presenter: Joseph Aldy <aldy@rff.org>

Willingness to Pay for the Detection and Treatment of Vulnerable Plaque Related to Heart Attacks
Authors: Patricia L. Ryan, Glenn C. Blomquist
Presenter: Patricia Ryan <plryan@verizon.net>

Altruism and Environmental Risks to Health of Parents and their Children
Authors: Mark Dickie, Shelby Gerking
Presenter: Mark Dickie <dickie@bus.ucf.edu>
Willingness to Pay for Improved Health: A Comparison of Stated and Revealed Preferences Models
Authors: Sylvia Brandt, Michael Hanemann

Presenter: Sylvia Brandt <brandt@resecon.umass.edu>

Session: Valuing Health Risks: Fatality, Heart Attack, Cancer, and Asthma
Chair: Glenn Blomquist <gcblom@uky.edu>
Discussant: Don Kenkel <dsk10@cornell.edu>, Allen Goodman <allen.goodman@wayne.edu>

The Impact of Marijuana Prices on Emergency Department Admissions
Authors: Rosalie Pacula, Khoa Truong

Presenter: Rosalie Pacula <pacula@rand.org>

Session: Substance Use and Injury
Chair: Jody L. Sindelar <jody.sindelar@yale.edu>
Discussant: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>, Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>, Daniel Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>
Fatal and Nonfatal Motorcycle Injuries: Can Alcohol Policies Influence Rider Safety and Reduce Accidents?
Authors: Michael T. French

Go Out or Stay In? The Effects of Zero Tolerance Laws on Alcohol Use and Drinking and Driving Patterns among College Students
Authors: Lan Liang, Jidong Huang

The Economics of Racial Health Disparities
Authors: Amitabh Chandra, Douglas Staiger
Identifying Inefficiency in the Diffusion of Medical Care Practices
Authors: Wesley Yin

Presenter: Wesley Yin <wyin@uchicago.edu>

Session: Efficiency and Equity in Health Care Diffusion
Chair: Jonathan Skinner <jonathan.skinner@dartmouth.edu>
Discussant:

Diffusion and the Geography of Health Care Productivity
Authors: Jonathan Skinner, Douglas Staiger

Presenter: Jonathan Skinner <jonathan.skinner@dartmouth.edu>

Session: Efficiency and Equity in Health Care Diffusion
Chair: Jonathan Skinner <jonathan.skinner@dartmouth.edu>
Discussant:

Evaluating Appropriateness of Antibiotic Use for Children with Otitis Media in Rhode Island
Authors: Sylvia Kuo, Susan Miller, James Burrill

Presenter: Sylvia Kuo <sylvia_kuo@brown.edu>

Session: Prescribing Behavior
Chair: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Discussant: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Financial Incentives and Physician Prescribing Behavior
Authors: Sarah Neyaz, Kosali Simon, Adam Mathios

Presenter: Sarah Neyaz <sh255@cornell.edu>
Session: Prescribing Behavior
Chair: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Discussant: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>

Variations in the Prescribing Patterns of Statins for Persons Diagnosed with Dyslipidemia and CHD
Authors: Simon Condliffe, Charles Link

Presenter: Charlie Link <linkc@lerner.udel.edu>
Session: Prescribing Behavior
Chair: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Discussant: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>

Hospital Competition, Managed Care and Mortality After Hospitalization for Medical Conditions: Evidence From Three States
Authors: Jeannette Rogowski, Jose Escarce, Arvind Jain

Presenter: Jeannette Rogowski <rogowsje@umdnj.edu>
Session: Hospitals
Chair: Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>
Discussant: Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>
### Insurance Matters: Prevalence and Costs of Potentially Preventable Hospitalizations in Tennessee by Insurance Type

**Authors:** Cyril Chang  

**Presenter:** Cyril Chang <cchang@memphis.edu>  

**Session:** Hospitals  
**Chair:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>  
**Discussant:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>

### The Impact of TennCare on Hospital Efficiency

**Authors:** Jennifer Troyer, Cyril Chang  

**Presenter:** Jennifer Troyer <jtroyer@email.uncc.edu>  

**Session:** Hospitals  
**Chair:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>  
**Discussant:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>

### An Alternative Approach to Estimating Medical Costs: The Case of Bariatric Surgery

**Authors:** Ritesh Banerjee, Nilay Shah  

**Presenter:** Ritesh Banerjee <banerjee.ritesh@mayo.edu>  

**Session:** Medical Costs  
**Chair:** F. Reed Johnson <frjohnson@rti.org>  
**Discussant:**
Assessment of Costs of Obtaining Improved Diabetes Outcomes by Efficient and Inefficient Patients
Authors: Arthur Williams, Matthew Johnson, Sandra Bryant, Steven Smith, Teresa Christianson, Susan Bjornsen
Presenter: Arthur Williams <williams.arthur@mayo.edu>
Session: Medical Costs
Chair: F. Reed Johnson <frjohnson@rti.org>
Discussant:

Comparisons of Utilization and Costs among Women Veterans Obtaining Primary Care in Community Clinics and Veterans Affairs (VA) Medical Centers
Authors: Chuan-Fen Lui, Elizabeth Yano, Scott Ransom, Matthew Maciejewski
Presenter: Chuan-Fen Lui <fliu@u.washington.edu>
Session: Medical Costs
Chair: F. Reed Johnson <frjohnson@rti.org>
Discussant:

Demand for the Influenza Vaccine among the Elderly
Authors: Padmaja Ayyagari
Presenter: Padmaja Ayyagari <pa7@duke.edu>
Session: Social Policy
Chair:
Discussant:
Do Abortion Restrictions Affect Child Fatal Injury? 
A Longitudinal Analysis
Authors:Bisakha Sen, Martha Wingate
Presenter: Bisakha Sen <bsen@uab.edu>
Session: Social Policy
Chair:
Discussant:

Environmental Policy as Social Policy? The Impact of Childhood Lead Exposure on Crime
Authors:Jessica Reyes
Presenter: Jessica Reyes <jwreyes@amherst.edu>
Session: Social Policy
Chair:
Discussant:

Costs and Outcomes of Chiropractic Treatment for Low Back Pain: Evidence from the US and Australia
Authors:Allan Brown, Doug Angus, Stella Chen, Zhiliu Tang, Sarah Milne, Juergen Pfaff, Huimin Li, Shaila Mensinkai
Presenter: Allan Brown <allanb@ccohta.ca>
Session: Cost of Illness
Chair: Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>
Discussant: Karen Eggleston <karen.eggleston@tufts.edu>, Allen Goodman <allen.goodman@wayne.edu>, Tzu-chun Kuo <sarahkuo@bu.edu>
Determinants of growth in prescription drug expenditures
Authors: Nilay Shah, John Mullahy, Maureen Smith, David Vanness
Presenter: Nilay Shah <shah.nilay@mayo.edu>
Session: Cost of Illness
Chair: Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>
Discussant: Karen Eggleston <karen.eggleston@tufts.edu>, Allen Goodman <allen.goodman@wayne.edu>, Tzu-chun Kuo <sarahkuo@bu.edu>

Is the price of cancer treatment falling?
Authors: Alexandra Constant, Marie-Chantal Benda, Ruolz Ariste, Charles Mallory
Presenter: Alexandra Constant <alexandra_constant@hc-sc.gc.ca>
Session: Cost of Illness
Chair: Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>
Discussant: Karen Eggleston <karen.eggleston@tufts.edu>, Allen Goodman <allen.goodman@wayne.edu>, Tzu-chun Kuo <sarahkuo@bu.edu>

Accounting for changes in morbidity among the non-elderly in the U.S.
Authors: Kumiko Imai, Edward Gregg, Yiling Cheng, Ping Zhang
Presenter: Kumiko Imai <kimai@cdc.gov>
Session: Mortality/Morbidity
Chair: Jeffrey Pyne <jmpyne@uams.edu>
Discussant: David Cutler <dcutler@fas.harvard.edu>, Sari Nasmi <nazmi.sari@usask.ca>, Jeffrey Pyne <jmpyne@uams.edu>
Adult Body Mass Index as a Determinant of All-Cause Mortality in the United States: 2000 - 2003
Authors: Albert Okunade, Rose Rubin

Presenter: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>

Session: Mortality/Morbidity
Chair: Jeffrey Pyne <jmpyne@uams.edu>
Discussant: David Cutler <dcutler@fas.harvard.edu>, Sari Nasmi <nazmi.sari@usask.ca>, Jeffrey Pyne <jmpyne@uams.edu>

Exercise? May be another time: The Cost of Sedentary Life Styles
Authors: Nazmi Sari

Presenter: Nazmi Sari <nazmi.sari@usask.ca>

Session: Mortality/Morbidity
Chair: Jeffrey Pyne <jmpyne@uams.edu>
Discussant: David Cutler <dcutler@fas.harvard.edu>, Sari Nasmi <nazmi.sari@usask.ca>, Jeffrey Pyne <jmpyne@uams.edu>

Does Practice make Perfect? Evidence from Cardiac Surgery
Authors: Subramaniam Ramanarayanan

Presenter: Subramaniam Ramanarayanan <s-ramanarayanan@kellogg.northwestern.edu>

Session: Workforce 2
Chair: Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>
Discussant: Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>
Monday June 5, 2006 1715-1845  
Room: 313

Is Entry Efficient? Lessons from Cardiac Surgery  
Authors: David Cutler, Robert Huckman, Jonathan Kolstad  
Presenter: Jonathan Kolstad <jkolstad@fas.harvard.edu>  
Session: Workforce 2  
Chair: Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>  
Discussant: Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>

Monday June 5, 2006 1715-1845  
Room: 313

The Migration of Highly-Skilled Workers: The Case of Physicians  
Authors: Pierre Leger, Benoit Dostie  
Presenter: Pierre Leger <ptl@hec.ca>  
Session: Workforce 2  
Chair: Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>  
Discussant: Martin Gaynor <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>

Monday June 5, 2006 1715-1845  
Room: 325

Chronic Disease and Trends in Severe Disability in Working Age Populations  
Authors: Jay Bhattacharya, Kavita Choudhry, Darius Lakdawalla  
Presenter: Jay Bhattacharya <jay@stanford.edu>  
Session: Understanding Trends in Population Health  
Chair: David Meltzer <dmeltzer@medicine.bsd.uchicago.edu>  
Discussant: Zhou Yang <zyang@phhp.ufl.edu>, Christopher J. Ruhm <chrisruhm@uncg.edu>, Anna Aizer <aizer@brown.edu>
Causes and Consequences of the Increase in Treated Disease Prevalence
Authors: David H. Howard, Susan Busch
Presenter: David Howard <david.howard@emory.edu>
Session: Understanding Trends in Population Health
Chair: David Meltzer <dmeltzer@medicine.bsd.uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Zhou Yang <zyang@phhp.ufl.edu>, Christopher J. Ruhm <chrisruhm@uncg.edu>, Anna Aizer <aizer@brown.edu>

A New Explanation for Differential Trends in Infant Mortality by Race
Authors: Ellen Meara, David M. Cutler, Seth Richards
Presenter: Ellen Meara <meara@hcp.med.harvard.edu>
Session: Understanding Trends in Population Health
Chair: David Meltzer <dmeltzer@medicine.bsd.uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Zhou Yang <zyang@phhp.ufl.edu>, Christopher J. Ruhm <chrisruhm@uncg.edu>, Anna Aizer <aizer@brown.edu>
Regulatory Exploitation and the Market for Corporate Control
Authors: Leemore Dafny, David Dranove

Presenter: Leemore Dafny <dafny@kellogg.northwestern.edu>

Session: How Much Regulation do Health Care Markets Need?
Chair: Kevin Volpp <volpp70@mail.med.upenn.edu>
Discussant: Robert Town <rjtown@umn.edu>, Frank Sloan <fsloan@hpolicy.duke.edu>, David Becker <dbecker@uab.edu>

Competition in Hospital Markets
Authors: Yaa Akosa Antwi, Martin Gaynor, William B Vogt

Presenter: Yaa Akosa Antwi <yaa.akosa.antwi@gmail.com>

Session: How Much Regulation do Health Care Markets Need?
Chair: Kevin Volpp <volpp70@mail.med.upenn.edu>
Discussant: Robert Town <rjtown@umn.edu>, Frank Sloan <fsloan@hpolicy.duke.edu>, David Becker <dbecker@uab.edu>

Hospital Ownership and Quality: A Quantitative Research Review
Authors: Yu-Chu Shen, Karen Eggleston, Jia Chan, Joseph Lau, Christopher Schmid

Presenter: Yu-Chu Shen <yshen@nps.edu>

Session: How Much Regulation do Health Care Markets Need?
Chair: Kevin Volpp <volpp70@mail.med.upenn.edu>
Discussant: Robert Town <rjtown@umn.edu>, Frank Sloan <fsloan@hpolicy.duke.edu>, David Becker <dbecker@uab.edu>
Return to Work or Receipt of SSDI: Competing Risks Model for those with Mental Health Disability

Authors: Judith Shinogle, David S. Salkever

Presenter: Judith Shinogle <jshinogle@rti.org>

Session: Mental Health Economics: Justice, Disability, and Medicare
Chair: Sherry Glied <sag1@columbia.edu>
Discussant: Pinka Chatterji <p chatterji@charesearch.org>, Carole Gresenz <gresenz@rand.org>, Sherry Glied <sag1@columbia.edu>

Medicare and Disparities in Mental Health Treatment and Outcomes

Authors: Sandra L. Decker, Judith Shinogle, Donald Cherry

Presenter: Sandra Decker <sdecker@cdc.gov>

Session: Mental Health Economics: Justice, Disability, and Medicare
Chair: Sherry Glied <sag1@columbia.edu>
Discussant: Pinka Chatterji <p chatterji@charesearch.org>, Carole Gresenz <gresenz@rand.org>, Sherry Glied <sag1@columbia.edu>
How Do Youth with Mental Health Disorders Fare in the Juvenile Justice System?

Authors: Alison Evans Cuellar, Pinka Chatterji

Presenter: Alison Evans Cuellar <ac2068@columbia.edu>

Session: Mental Health Economics: Justice, Disability, and Medicare
Chair: Sherry Glied <sag1@columbia.edu>
Discussant: Pinka Chatterji <pchatterji@charresearch.org>, Carole Gresenz <gresenz@rand.org>, Sherry Glied <sag1@columbia.edu>

The Impact of DCA on the Use and Effectiveness of Statin Drugs

Authors: W. David Bradford, Andrew N. Kliet, Paul J. Nietert, Steven Ornstein

Presenter: David Bradford <bradford@musc.edu>

Session: Issues in the Promotion and Advertising of Medicines
Chair: Ernst R. Berndt <berndt@rcn.com>
Discussant:

Do Smokers Respond to Smoking Cessation Product Advertising?

Authors: Rosemary Avery, Donald Kenkel, Dean R. Lillard, Alan Mathios

Presenter: Alan Mathios <adm5@cornell.edu>

Session: Issues in the Promotion and Advertising of Medicines
Chair: Ernst R. Berndt <berndt@rcn.com>
Discussant:
Monday June 5, 2006 1715-1845
Room: 335

Direct-to-Consumer Advertising, Media Publicity and Utilization of Prescription Drugs
Authors: David Bradford, Marta Wosinska

Presenter: Marta Wosinska
mwosinska@hbs.edu

Session: Issues in the Promotion and Advertising of Medicines
Chair: Ernst R. Berndt berndt@rcn.com
Discussant:

Tuesday June 6, 2006 0800-0930
Room: 121

Demand for Health under ex ante Moral Hazard
Authors: Rui Wang, Gerard Russo

Presenter: Rui Wang ruiw@hawaii.edu

Session: Theory
Chair: James Burgess jfburges@bu.edu
Discussant: James Burgess jfburges@bu.edu

Tuesday June 6, 2006 0800-0930
Room: 121

Separating selection and moral hazard effects in Swiss health insurance - a nonparametric bounds analysis
Authors: Robert Leu, Michael Gerfin

Presenter: Robert Leu robert.leu@vwi.unibe.ch

Session: Theory
Chair: James Burgess jfburges@bu.edu
Discussant: James Burgess jfburges@bu.edu
### Cost-Effectiveness Analysis under Uncertainty: Investigating the Role of the Cost-Effectiveness Frontier (CEF)

**Authors:** Gary Zarkin, Jeremy Bray, Debanjali Mitra, Mohan Bala, David Couper

**Presenter:** Gary Zarkin <gaz@rti.org>

**Session:** Theory
**Chair:** James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>
**Discussant:** James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>

---

### Healthcare Markets, the Safety Net, and Access to Care Among the Uninsured

**Authors:** Carole Gresenz, Jeannette Rogowski, Jose Escarce

**Presenter:** Carole Gresenz <gresenz@rand.org>

**Session:** Uninsured
**Chair:** Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
**Discussant:** Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>

---

### Managed Care and the Safety Net. More Pain for the Uninsured?

**Authors:** Nuria Mas

**Presenter:** Nuria Mas <nmas@iese.edu>

**Session:** Uninsured
**Chair:** Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
**Discussant:** Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
Partially Identifying Treatment Effects in the Presence of Unobserved Treatments: Covering the Uninsured
Authors: Brent Kreider, Steven Hill

Presenter: Steven Hill <shill@ahrq.gov>
Session: Uninsured
Chair: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
Discussant: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>

Perspective in Drug Abuse Treatment Economic Evaluations
Authors: William Cartwright, Paul Solano

Presenter: William Cartwright <wc34b@nih.gov>
Session: Economic Evaluation 2
Chair: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>

Longevity Bias in Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
Authors: Liqun Liu, Andrew Rettenmaier, Thomas Saving

Presenter: Liqun Liu <lliu@tamu.edu>
Session: Economic Evaluation 2
Chair: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Towards a Consistent Payer Perspective: A Microeconomic Approach to Economic Evaluation
Authors: Scott Grosse

Presenter: Scott Grosse <sgrosse@cdc.gov>

Session: Economic Evaluation 2
Chair: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>

Do transportation brokerage services decrease expenditures and improve health outcomes of Medicaid children?
Authors: Jinkyung Kim, Edward Norton, Sally Stearns

Presenter: Jinkyung Kim <jinkyung@email.unc.edu>

Session: Safety Net
Chair: Catherine McLaughlin <cmcl@umich.edu>
Discussant: Jenny Kenney, Stephen Zuckerman <szuckerm@ui.urban.org>, Dan Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>

Safety Net Health Care as Low-Quality Universal Coverage: Can it be Optimal?
Authors: John Goddeeris

Presenter: John Goddeeris <goddeeris@msu.edu>

Session: Safety Net
Chair: Catherine McLaughlin <cmcl@umich.edu>
Discussant: Jenny Kenney, Stephen Zuckerman <szuckerm@ui.urban.org>, Dan Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>
Tuesday June 6, 2006 0800-0930
Room: 226

The Health Care Crisis for People with Disabilities Who Do Not Receive Social Insurance Benefits
Authors: Tricia Johnson, William Johnson

Presenter: Tricia Johnson <tricia_jjohnson@rush.edu>

Session: Safety Net
Chair: Catherine McLaughlin <cmcl@umich.edu>
Discussant: Jenny Kenney, Stephen Zuckerman <szuckerm@ui.urban.org>, Dan Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>

Tuesday June 6, 2006 0800-0930
Room: 235

Do Risk-takers Floss?: Experiments and Health
Authors: Julian Jamison

Presenter: Julian Jamison <julison@berkeley.edu>

Session: What Influences Health?
Chair: David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>
Discussant: David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>

Tuesday June 6, 2006 0800-0930
Room: 235

The Effects of Family Health on Health Insurance Status in Fragile Families
Authors: Hope Corman, Kelly Noonan, Nancy Reichman, Anne Carroll

Presenter: Hope Corman <corman@rider.edu>

Session: What Influences Health?
Chair: David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>
Discussant: David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>
Do Your Neighbors Influence Your Health?
Authors: Heather Bednarek, Rowena Pecchenino, Sally Stearns

Presenter: Heather Bednarek <bednarhl@slu.edu>

Session: What Influences Health?
Chair: David Bradford   <bradfowd@musc.edu>
Discussant: David Bradford   <bradfowd@musc.edu>

Overweight in Adolescents and Implications for Health Expenditures
Authors: Alan Monheit, Jessica Vistnes, Jeannette Rogowski

Presenter: Alan Monheit <monheiac@umdnj.edu>

Session: Obesity
Chair: Albert Okunade   <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Albert Okunade   <aokunade@memphis.edu>

Participation in Food Assistance, Maternal Employment, and Child Obesity
Authors: Haiyong Liu

Presenter: Haiyong Liu <liuh@ecu.edu>

Session: Obesity
Chair: Albert Okunade   <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Albert Okunade   <aokunade@memphis.edu>
The Connection between Maternal Employment and Childhood Obesity: Inspecting the Mechanisms
Authors: Angela Fertig, Gerhard Glomm, Rusty Tchernis
Presenter: Rusty Tchernis <rtcherni@indiana.edu>
Session: Obesity
Chair: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>

Demand Response of Mental Health Services to Cost Sharing Under Managed Care
Authors: Chunling Lu, Thomas McGuire, Richard Frank
Presenter: Chunling Lu <chunling_lu@harvard.edu>
Session: Mental Health
Chair: Glenn Blomquist <gcbлом@uky.edu>
Discussant: Mark Dickie <Mark.Dickie@bus.ucf.edu>

Financing and Use of Public Mental Health Services and Costs Among the Seriously Mentally Ill
Authors: Todd Gilmer
Presenter: Todd Gilmer <tgilmer@ucsd.edu>
Session: Mental Health
Chair: Glenn Blomquist <gcbлом@uky.edu>
Discussant: Mark Dickie <Mark.Dickie@bus.ucf.edu>
The Effect of Health Literacy on Mental Health Service Outcomes in Adult Medicaid Patients

Authors: Richard Smith, Christine Davis, Mary Armstrong, Louis de la Parte

Presenter: Richard Smith <smithrb@stpt.usf.edu>

Session: Mental Health
Chair: Glenn Blomquist <gcbloom@uky.edu>
Discussant: Mark Dickie <Mark.Dickie@bus.ucf.edu>

Bodyweight and Academic Performance in High School

Authors: Edward J. Schumacher, Jeff DeSimone

Presenter: Edward Schumacher <eschumac@trinity.edu>

Session: Health behaviors and human capital outcomes
Chair: Jeff DeSimone <jdesimon@coba.usf.edu>
Discussant: Alison Cuellar <ac2068@columbia.edu>, Sandra Decker <SDECKER@CDC.GOV>, Zhun Cao <zcao@charesearch.org>, Judith Shinogle <jshinogle@rti.org>
High School Substance Use and Young Adult Labor Market Outcomes  
Authors: Pinka Chatterji, Jeff DeSimone  
Presenter: Pinka Chatterji <pchatterji@charesearch.org>  
Session: Health behaviors and human capital outcomes  
Chair: Jeff DeSimone <jdesimon@coba.usf.edu>  
Discussant: Alison Cuellar <ac2068@columbia.edu>, Sandra Decker <SDECKER@CDC.GOV>, Zhun Cao <zcao@charesearch.org>, Judith Shinogle <jshinogle@rti.org>

Overweight Status and Suicidal Behaviors among Adolescents: Correlation or Causation?  
Authors: Dhaval Dave, Inas Rashad  
Presenter: Dhaval David <ddave@bentley.edu>  
Session: Health behaviors and human capital outcomes  
Chair: Jeff DeSimone <jdesimon@coba.usf.edu>  
Discussant: Alison Cuellar <ac2068@columbia.edu>, Sandra Decker <SDECKER@CDC.GOV>, Zhun Cao <zcao@charesearch.org>, Judith Shinogle <jshinogle@rti.org>
The Relationship between Education and Health Behaviors: Is it Causal?
Authors: Adele Kirk

Presenter: Adele Kirk <amkirk@ucla.edu>

Session: Health behaviors and human capital outcomes
Chair: Jeff DeSimone <jdesimon@coba.usf.edu>
Discussant: Alison Cuellar <ac2068@columbia.edu>, Sandra Decker <SDECKER@CDC.GOV>, Zhun Cao <zcao@charesearch.org>, Judith Shinogle <jshinogle@rti.org>

A Healthy Economy Can Break Your Heart
Authors: Christopher J. Ruhm

Presenter: Christopher Ruhm <c_ruhm@uncg.edu>

Session: Macroeconomic Conditions and Health
Chair: Thomas C. Buchmueller <tcbuchmu@uci.edu>
Discussant: John Cawley <jhc38@cornell.edu>, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

Local Labor Market Conditions and Health: Is there a Connection and for Whom?
Authors: Philip DeCicca, Kerwin Charles

Presenter: Philip DeCicca <decicca@mcmaster.ca>

Session: Macroeconomic Conditions and Health
Chair: Thomas C. Buchmueller <tcbuchmu@uci.edu>
Discussant: John Cawley <jhc38@cornell.edu>, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>
Macroeconomic Conditions, Mortality and Health: Evidence from France
Authors: Michel Grignon, Thomas Buchmueller, Marc Perronnin, Florence Jusot

Presenter: Michel Grignon <grignon@mcmaster.ca>
Session: Macroeconomic Conditions and Health
Chair: Thomas C. Buchmueller <tcbuchmu@uci.edu>
Discussant: John Cawley <jhc38@cornell.edu>, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

Keeping Up with the Jones and Staying Ahead of the Smiths: Evidence from Suicide Data
Authors: Mary C. Daly, Daniel Wilson

Presenter: Mary Daly <mary.daly@sf.frb.org>
Session: Macroeconomic Conditions and Health
Chair: Thomas C. Buchmueller <tcbuchmu@uci.edu>
Discussant: John Cawley <jhc38@cornell.edu>, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>
The Association between Tobacco Marketing Practices and Youth Smoking Attitudes, Beliefs and Behavior
Authors: Frank J. Chaloupka, Sandy Slater

Presenter: Frank Chaloupka <fjc@uic.edu>

Session: Marketing, Availability, and Prices: The Economic Contextual Factors of Adolescents Health Behavior
Chair: Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>
Discussant: Amy Wolaver <awolaver@bucknell.edu>, Shin-Yi Chou <syc2@lehigh.edu>, Kerry Anne McGeary <kerryanne.mcgeary@drexel.edu>

The Effects of Point-of-Purchase Alcohol Marketing and Promotion on Youth Drinking Behaviors
Authors: Lan Liang, Frank J. Chaloupka

Presenter: Lan Liang <lliang@uic.edu>

Session: Marketing, Availability, and Prices: The Economic Contextual Factors of Adolescents Health Behavior
Chair: Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>
Discussant: Amy Wolaver <awolaver@bucknell.edu>, Shin-Yi Chou <syc2@lehigh.edu>, Kerry Anne McGeary <kerryanne.mcgeary@drexel.edu>
Access to Fast Food and Food Prices: The Relationship with Fruit and Vegetable Consumption and Overweight Status among Adolescents

Authors: Lisa Powell, M. Christopher Auld, Frank J. Chaloupka, Patrick M. O’Malley, Lloyd D. Johnston

Presenter: Lisa Powell <powell@uic.edu>

Session: Marketing, Availability, and Prices: The Economic Contextual Factors of Adolescents Health Behavior

Chair: Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>

Discussant: Amy Wolaver <awolaver@bucknell.edu>, Shin-Yi Chou <syc2@lehigh.edu>, Kerry Anne McGeeary <kerryanne.mcgeary@drexel.edu>

Hospital Mergers and the Consequences for Underserved Populations

Authors: Robert Town

Presenter: Robert Town <rjtown@umn.edu>

Session: Healthcare Antitrust

Chair: Deborah Haas-Wilson <dhwilson@smith.edu>

Discussant: Ted Frech <frech@econ.ucsb.edu>, James Langenfeld, Gloria Bazzoli <gbazzoli@vcu.edu>
Tuesday June 6, 2006 0800-0930
Room: 335

Buyer/Seller Bargaining in Option Demand Networks
Authors: David Dranove, Mark Sattherwaite

Presenter: David Dranove <d-dranove@northwestern.edu>

Session: Healthcare Antitrust
Chair: Deborah Haas-Wilson <dhwilson@smith.edu>
Discussant: Ted Frech <frech@econ.ucsb.edu>, James Langenfeld, Gloria Bazzoli <gbazzoli@vcu.edu>

Tuesday June 6, 2006 0800-0930
Room: 335

Competition and Charity Care
Authors: Chris Garmon

Presenter: Chris Garmon <cgarmon@ftc.gov>

Session: Healthcare Antitrust
Chair: Deborah Haas-Wilson <dhwilson@smith.edu>
Discussant: Ted Frech <frech@econ.ucsb.edu>, James Langenfeld, Gloria Bazzoli <gbazzoli@vcu.edu>

Tuesday June 6, 2006 1045-1215
Room: 121

Do Workplace Health Promotion Programs Improve Health-Related Behavior?
Authors: Curtis Florence

Presenter: Curtis Florence <cfloren@sph.emory.edu>

Session: Workforce 3
Chair: Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>
Discussant: Henry Brown <hsbrown@utb.edu>, Stephen Mennemeyer <smenneme@uab.edu>, Reagan Brown, Curtis Brown
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Reducing Direct Care Turnover: Do Wage Subsidies Matter?
Authors: Reagan Baughman, Kristin Smith
Presenter: Reagan Baughman <reaganbaughman@unh.edu>
Session: Workforce 3
Chair: Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>
Discussant: Henry Brown <hsbrown@utb.edu>, Stephen Mennemeyer <smenneme@uab.edu>, Reagan Brown, Curtis Brown

Effect of Disability on the Employment of Other Household Members
Authors: Stephen Mennemeyer
Presenter: Stephen Mennemeyer <smenneme@uab.edu>
Session: Workforce 3
Chair: Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>
Discussant: Henry Brown <hsbrown@utb.edu>, Stephen Mennemeyer <smenneme@uab.edu>, Reagan Brown, Curtis Brown

The Impact of Diabetes and Diabetes Management on Labor Productivity: A Genetic IV Approach
Authors: Henry Brown
Presenter: Henry Brown <hsbrown@utb.edu>
Session: Workforce 3
Chair: Michael Grossman <mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu>
Discussant: Henry Brown <hsbrown@utb.edu>, Stephen Mennemeyer <smenneme@uab.edu>, Reagan Brown, Curtis Brown
Are Care Givers More Risk Averse Than Patients? 
Acceptable Tradeoffs between Efficacy and 
Adverse-Event Risks
Authors: Semra Ozdemir, F. Reed Johnson, Carol Mansfield, Steven Hass, Jeff White
Presenter: Semra Ozdemir <sozdemir@rti.org>
Session: Risk Assessment
Chair: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>
Discussant: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>

Psychosocial Consequences and Perceived Risk 
Following Screening for Lung Cancer
Authors: Margaret Byrne, Mark Roberts, Joel Weissfeld
Presenter: Margaret Byrne <mbyrne2@med.miami.edu>
Session: Risk Assessment
Chair: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>
Discussant: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>

Quantifying Patients’ Risk-Benefit Tradeoff 
Preferences: A Conceptual and Empirical 
Comparison of Methods
Authors: Reed Johnson, George Van Houtven, Carol Mansfield, David W. Miller
Presenter: Reed Johnson <frjohnson@rti.org>
Session: Risk Assessment
Chair: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>
Discussant: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>
Nurse staffing and skill mix and association with cost in the Veterans Health Administration
Authors: Anne Sales, Yu-Fang Li, Elliott Lowy, Chuan-Fen Lui
Presenter: Anne Sales <ann.sales@med.va.gov>
Session: Nursing
Chair: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>
Discussant: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>

The Effects of Competition on Community-Based Nursing Wages
Authors: Dara Zarnett, Audrey Laporte, Eric Nauenberg, Diane Doran, Peter Coyte
Presenter: Dara Zarnett <dara.zarnett@utoronto.ca>
Session: Nursing
Chair: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>
Discussant: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>

Which Patients with Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) Benefit Most from Nurse-based Disease Management?
Authors: Paul Hebert, Jane Sisk
Presenter: Paul Hebert <paul.hebert@mssm.edu>
Session: Nursing
Chair: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>
Discussant: Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>
Tuesday June 6, 2006 1045-1215
Room: 226

Middle School Behavioral Problems, High School Completion and Employment Outcomes in Early Adulthood
Authors: Mustafa Karakus, David Salkever, Eric Slade, Nichalos Ialongo

Presenter: Mustafa Karakus <MKARAKUS@JHSPH.EDU>

Session: Health and Employment
Chair: Dan Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>
Discussant: Daniel Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>, Rosalie Pacula <pacula@rand.org>, Kosali Simon <kis6@cornell.edu>

The Effects of Mental Illness on Schooling
Authors: David Kalist, Noelle-Angelique Molinari

Presenter: Noelle Molinari <nhm8@cdc.gov>

Session: Health and Employment
Chair: Dan Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>
Discussant: Daniel Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>, Rosalie Pacula <pacula@rand.org>, Kosali Simon <kis6@cornell.edu>

The Impact of Illness on Family Labor Supply and Earnings
Authors: Virginia Wilcox-Gok

Presenter: Virginia Wilcox-Gok <vlw@niu.edu>

Session: Health and Employment
Chair: Dan Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>
Discussant: Daniel Polsky <polsky@mail.med.upenn.edu>, Rosalie Pacula <pacula@rand.org>, Kosali Simon <kis6@cornell.edu>
Informal payments in developing countries
Authors: Ting Liu

Presenter: Ting Liu <tingl@bu.edu>
Session: Cost-Sharing
Chair: Richard Scheffler <rscheff@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: Chris Garmon <cgarmon@ftc.gov>, Jean Mitchell <mitchejm@georgetown.edu>, Will White <wdw8@cornell.edu>

International Comparison of Out-of-Pocket Costs and Medication Compliance
Authors: Richard Hirth, John Piette, Scott Greer, Justin Albert, Eric Young

Presenter: Richard Hirth <rhirth@umich.edu>
Session: Cost-Sharing
Chair: Richard Scheffler <rscheff@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: Chris Garmon <cgarmon@ftc.gov>, Jean Mitchell <mitchejm@georgetown.edu>, Will White <wdw8@cornell.edu>

The Impact of Cost-Sharing and Benefit Reductions in the Oregon Health Plan
Authors: Neal Wallace, Kenneth McConnell, Charles Gallia

Presenter: Neal Wallace <nwallace@pdx.edu>
Session: Cost-Sharing
Chair: Richard Scheffler <rscheff@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: Chris Garmon <cgarmon@ftc.gov>, Jean Mitchell <mitchejm@georgetown.edu>, Will White <wdw8@cornell.edu>
Before you advocate, do your sensitivity analysis: The evidence for reforming the Medicare physician payment system

Authors: Martey Dodoo, Robert Phillips

Presenter: Martey Dodoo <mdodoo@aafp.org>

Session: Billing
Chair: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>
Discussant: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>

Physician Billing Behavior in Two State Programs

Authors: Eric Seiber

Presenter: Eric Seiber <seiber@clemson.edu>

Session: Billing
Chair: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>
Discussant: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>

Risk Adjusting Episodes of Care to Account for Illness Burden in Payment and Evaluation

Authors: Sharada Weir, Rong Yi, Marilyn Kramer, Arlene Ash, Randall Ellis

Presenter: Sharada Weir <sweir@dxcg.com>

Session: Billing
Chair: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>
Discussant: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>
### Geographic Variations in Medicare Physician Costs:
The Role of Market Factors, Reimbursement, and the Practice Organization

**Authors:** James Reschovsky

**Presenter:** James Reschovsky  
<jreschovsky@hschange.org>

**Session:** Payments  
**Chair:** Michael Morrisey  
<morrisey@uab.edu>

**Discussant:** Michael Morrisey  
<morrisey@uab.edu>, John Brooks  
<john-brooks@uiowa.edu>, Jessica Vistnes  
<jessica.vistnes@ahrq.hhs.gov>

### Physician Responses to Gainsharing

**Authors:** Jonathan Ketcham, Michael Furukawa

**Presenter:** Jonathan Ketcham  
<ketcham@asu.edu>

**Session:** Payments  
**Chair:** Michael Morrisey  
<morrisey@uab.edu>

**Discussant:** Michael Morrisey  
<morrisey@uab.edu>, John Brooks  
<john-brooks@uiowa.edu>, Jessica Vistnes  
<jessica.vistnes@ahrq.hhs.gov>

### Time allocation in primary care with competing demands

**Authors:** Ming Tai-Seale, Thomas McGuire

**Presenter:** Ming Tai-Seale  
<mtaiseale@srph.tamhsc.edu>

**Session:** Payments  
**Chair:** Michael Morrisey  
<morrisey@uab.edu>

**Discussant:** Michael Morrisey  
<morrisey@uab.edu>, John Brooks  
<john-brooks@uiowa.edu>, Jessica Vistnes  
<jessica.vistnes@ahrq.hhs.gov>
A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Female Primary Education as a Means of Reducing HIV/AIDS in Tanzania
Authors: Robert Brent

Presenter: Robert Brent <BRENT@FORDHAM.EDU>

Session: Economic Evaluation
Chair: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>

A Lower Price of Child Survival Lowers Fertility: Testing Quality Quantity Tradeoff In Africa
Authors: Feng Zhao, David Bishai

Presenter: David Bishai <dbishai@jhsph.edu>

Session: Economic Evaluation
Chair: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>

Is More Aggressive Treatment of Severe Brain Injuries in Children Worth It?
Authors: Mick Tilford, Allen Goodman, P. David Adelson

Presenter: Mick Tilford <tilfordmickj@uams.edu>

Session: Economic Evaluation
Chair: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Tuition and attention: What motivates transfers over the life-cycle of the family?  
Authors: Meta Brown, Mark O. Wilhelm

**Presenter:** Meta Brown <mbrown@ssc.wisc.edu>

**Session:** Intergenerational Issues in Long-Term Care  
**Chair:** Sally Stearns  
**Discussant:** France Priez <france.priez@psu.edu>, Hua Wang <wang1@email.unc.edu>, Zhou Yang <zyang@phhp.ufl.edu>

Long-Term Care of the Disabled Elderly: Do Children Increase Caregiving by Spouses?  
Authors: Liliana Pezzin, Robert A. Pollak, Barbara S. Schone

**Presenter:** Liliana Pezzin <lpezzin@mcw.edu>

**Session:** Intergenerational Issues in Long-Term Care  
**Chair:** Sally Stearns  
**Discussant:** France Priez <france.priez@psu.edu>, Hua Wang <wang1@email.unc.edu>, Zhou Yang <zyang@phhp.ufl.edu>

Does Informal Caregiving Reduce Medicare Expenditures?  
Authors: Steven Stern, David Byrne, Michelle Goeree, Bridget Hiedemann

**Presenter:** Edward Norton <enorton@email.unc.edu>

**Session:** Intergenerational Issues in Long-Term Care  
**Chair:** Sally Stearns  
**Discussant:** France Priez <france.priez@psu.edu>, Hua Wang <wang1@email.unc.edu>, Zhou Yang <zyang@phhp.ufl.edu>
Testing the latest empirical approach to hospital mergers and market power evaluation
Authors: Yunwei Gai, Gary Fournier

Presenter: Yunwei Gai <yyg1175@garnet.acns.fsu.edu>

Session: Topics in Health Care Organizations
Chair: Gabriel Picone <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>
Discussant: Gabriel Picone <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>, Joe Terza <terza@musc.edu>, Edward J. Schumacher, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

Evaluating Estimators of Treatment Effects Using Detailed Measures of Illness Severity From Medicare Claims Data
Authors: Justin Trogdon, Ahmed Khwaja, Gabriel Picone, Martin Salm

Presenter: Justin Trogdon <justin.trogdon@adelaide.edu.au>

Session: Topics in Health Care Organizations
Chair: Gabriel Picone <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>
Discussant: Gabriel Picone <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>, Joe Terza <terza@musc.edu>, Edward J. Schumacher, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>
Certificate of Need Regulation in the Nursing Home Industry: Has it Outlived its Usefulness?
Authors: Barbara Caldwell

Presenter: Barbara Caldwell  
<bcaldwell@coba.usf.edu>

Session: Topics in Health Care Organizations
Chair: Gabriel Picone  <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>
Discussant: Gabriel Picone  <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>, Joe Terza  <terza@musc.edu>, Edward J. Schumacher, Sara Markowitz  <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

Compensating Wage Differentials and AIDS Risk
Authors: Jeff DeSimone, Edward J. Schumacher

Presenter: Jeff DeSimone  <jdesimone@coba.usf.edu>

Session: Topics in Health Care Organizations
Chair: Gabriel Picone  <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>
Discussant: Gabriel Picone  <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>, Joe Terza  <terza@musc.edu>, Edward J. Schumacher, Sara Markowitz  <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

Asymmetric Information in Physician Agency
Authors: Philippe Chone, Albert Ma

Presenter: Albert Ma  <ma@bu.edu>

Session: Information and Provider Behavior
Chair: 
Discussant: 
Specialization and Sorting in the Obstetrics Market
Authors: Andrew Epstein, Jonathan Ketcham, Sean Nicholson

Presenter: Sean Nicholson <sn243@cornell.edu>

Session: Information and Provider Behavior
Chair:
Discussant:

Using Quality Reports to Improve Health Care Markets
Authors: Jacob Glazer, Thomas McGuire

Presenter: Jacob Glazer <glazer@post.tau.ac.il>

Session: Information and Provider Behavior
Chair:
Discussant:

Human cost of disease in Italy
Authors: Francesco Mennini, Fabio Palazzo, G Stirparo, Susanna Conti, G Minelli, R Solimini, V Toccaceli

Presenter: Francesco Mennini <f.mennini@uniroma2.it>

Session: Cost of Illness 2
Chair: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Discussant: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Strategies to identify relevant behaviors and costs in family asthma management
Authors: Sheryl Magzamen, Sylvia Brandt, Ira Tager

Presenter: Sheryl Magzamen <magzamen@berkeley.edu>
Session: Cost of Illness 2
Chair: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Discussant: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>

The Economic Burden of Experiencing a Major Complication during Percutaneous Coronary Intervention
Authors: Kirsten Long, Erin McMurtry, Kent Bailey, James Naessens, Kurt Jacobson, Charanjit Rihal

Presenter: Kirsten Long <Long.Kirsten@mayo.edu>
Session: Cost of Illness 2
Chair: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Discussant: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>

Hospital Financial Condition and Operational Decisions Related to Quality of Care
Authors: Gloria Bazzoli, Richard Lindrooth, Jan Clement, Hsueh-Fen Chen

Presenter: Gloria Bazzoli <gbazzoli@vcu.edu>
Session: Hospitals 2
Chair: Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>
Discussant: Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>
**Market Power in Dutch Hospital Sector: Bargaining between Hospitals and Insurers**  
*Authors:* Rein Halbersma, Misja Mikkers, Evgenia Motchenkova, Ingrid Seinen

**Presenter:** Misja Mikkers <mmikkers@ctg-zaio.nl>

**Session:** Hospitals 2  
**Chair:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>  
**Discussant:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>

---

**The Impact of Antibiotic Resistant Infection Levels, Outbreaks, & Control Measures on Hospital Expenses-per-Admission**  
*Authors:* Gwendolyn Morrison, Kim McCoy, Bradley Doebbeling

**Presenter:** Gwendolyn Morrison <gcmorris@iupui.edu>

**Session:** Hospitals 2  
**Chair:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>  
**Discussant:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>

---

**Financial Incentives for Adherence to Diabetes Care Pathways: Discerning Pay-for-Performance Impact from Increasing Trends**  
*Authors:* James Burgess, Gary Young, Dan Berlowitz, Bert White, Mark Meterko, Barbara Bokhour, Errol Baker, Karen Sautter, Howard Beckman, Robert Greene, Kathleen Curtin

**Presenter:** James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>

**Session:** Payments 2  
**Chair:** Richard C. Lindroth <lindrorc@musc.edu>  
**Discussant:**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intended and Spillover Effects of Pay-for-Performance on Quality of Care</td>
<td>Tuesday June 6, 2006 1345-1515</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Meredith Rosenthal, Richard Frank, Zhonghe Li, Arnold Epstein</td>
<td>Presenter: Meredith Rosenthal</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mrosenth@hsph.harvard.edu">mrosenth@hsph.harvard.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Richard C. Lindrooth</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lindrorc@musc.edu">lindrorc@musc.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect of financial incentives on the volume of diagnostic imaging ordered by physicians</td>
<td>Tuesday June 6, 2006 1345-1515</td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Mythreyi Bhargavan, Cristian Meghea, Jonathan Sunshine</td>
<td>Presenter: Mythreyi Bhargavan</td>
<td><a href="mailto:MBhargavan@acr.org">MBhargavan@acr.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair: Richard C. Lindrooth</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lindrorc@musc.edu">lindrorc@musc.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does Participation in the Food Stamp Program Affect the Incidence of Obesity and Health Care Costs?</td>
<td>Tuesday June 6, 2006 1345-1515</td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Yuriy Pylypchuk, Chad Meyerhoefer</td>
<td>Presenter: Yuriy Pylypchuk</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ypylypch@ahrq.gov">ypylypch@ahrq.gov</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Labor Income Risk and Health Outcomes
Authors: Timothy Halliday

Presenter: Timothy Halliday <halliday@hawaii.edu>

Session: Income and Health
Chair:
Discussant:

You Can Never Be Too Rich or Too Thin: Causal Impact of Income on Obesity
Authors: Kosali Simon, John Cawley, John Moran

Presenter: Kosali Simon <kis6@cornell.edu>

Session: Income and Health
Chair:
Discussant:

Patient information and pharmaceutical prices
Authors: Nicklas Rudholm

Presenter: Nicklas Rudholm <niklas.rudholm@hig.se>

Session: Information
Chair: Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>
Discussant: Ting Liu <tingl@bu.edu>, Margaret Byrne <MByrne2@med.miami.edu>, Jenny Kenney <JKenney@ui.urban.org>
The Effects of Health Plan Performance Measurement and Reporting on Quality of Care for Medicare Beneficiaries
Authors: Kate Bundorf, Kavita Choudhry, Laurence Baker

Presenter: Kate Bundorf <bundorf@stanford.edu>

Session: Information
Chair: Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>
Discussant: Ting Liu <tingl@bu.edu>, Margaret Byrne <MByrne2@med.miami.edu>, Jenny Kenney <JKenney@ui.urban.org>

Web Analysis - Research on Members’ Health Plan Website Use and Impact on Health Care Utilization
Authors: Charlotte Wu, Regina Levin, Ross Owen, Carole Bashaw

Presenter: Charlotte Wu <charlotte_wu@uhc.com>

Session: Information
Chair: Randall Ellis <ellisrp@bu.edu>
Discussant: Ting Liu <tingl@bu.edu>, Margaret Byrne <MByrne2@med.miami.edu>, Jenny Kenney <JKenney@ui.urban.org>

An investigation of first-mover advantage in pharmaceutical advertising
Authors: Winghan Kwong

Presenter: Winghan Kwong <jkwong@mail.rx.uga.edu>

Session: Pharmaceutical Markets
Chair: Richard Frank <frank@hcp.med.harvard.edu>
Discussant: Richard Frank <frank@hcp.med.harvard.edu>, Francesco Mennini <f.mennini@uniroma2.it>, Chris Roebuck <chris.roebuck@caremark.com>
The Market for Follow-On Biologics
Authors: Henry Grabowski, David Ridley, Kevin Schulman

Presenter: David Ridley <david.ridley@duke.edu>

Session: Pharmaceutical Markets
Chair: Richard Frank <frank@hcp.med.harvard.edu>
Discussant: Richard Frank <frank@hcp.med.harvard.edu>, Francesco Mennini <f.mennini@uniroma2.it>, Chris Roebuck <chris.roebuck@caremark.com>

Strategies and performances in the pharmaceutical Italian market
Authors: Francesco Mennini, Lara Gitto, Marco Ratti

Presenter: Lara Gitto <lara.gi@tiscali.it>

Session: Pharmaceutical Markets
Chair: Richard Frank <frank@hcp.med.harvard.edu>
Discussant: Richard Frank <frank@hcp.med.harvard.edu>, Francesco Mennini <f.mennini@uniroma2.it>, Chris Roebuck <chris.roebuck@caremark.com>

Consequences of Serving in Vietnam for Health-Related Behaviors Later in Life
Authors: Daniel Eisenberg, Brian Rowe

Presenter: Daniel Eisenberg <daneis@umich.edu>

Session: The Economics of Mental Health
Chair: Ching-to Albert Ma <ma@bu.edu>
Discussant: Christopher Carpenter <kittc@uci.edu>, Todd Gilmer <tgilmer@ucsd.edu>, Haiden Huskamp <huskamp@hcp.med.harvard.edu>
Parity for Whom? Exemptions and the Extent of State Mental Health Parity Laws  
Authors: Tom Buchmueller, Mireille Jacobson, Philip Cooper, Samuel H. Zuvekas  
Presenter: Tom Buchmueller  
<tcbuchmu@uci.edu>  

The Changing Demand for Mental Health Treatment  
Authors: Chad D. Meyerhoefer, Samuel H. Zuvekas  
Presenter: Chad Meyerhoefer  
<cmeyerhoe@ahrq.gov>
Implications of Mental Illness and Nativity for Labor Market Participation and Health Insurance Outcomes
Authors: Victoria D. Ojeda, Richard Frank, Thomas McGuire, Todd Gilmer

Presenter: Victoria Ojeda <ojeda@hcp.med.harvard.edu>

Session: The Economics of Mental Health
Chair: Ching-to Albert Ma <ma@bu.edu>
Discussant: Christopher Carpenter <kittc@uci.edu>, Todd Gilmer <tgilmer@ucsd.edu>, Haiden Huskamp <huskamp@hcp.med.harvard.edu>

Will Mandatory Nurse Staffing Ratios Lead to Better Patient Outcomes in Hospitals?
Authors: Julie Sochalski, R. Tamara Konetzka, Jingsan Zhu, Kevin Volpp

Presenter: Jingsan Zhu <jingsan@mail.med.upenn.edu>

Session: The Staffing-Outcomes Relationship Revisited: New Evidence from Hospitals and Nursing Homes
Chair: R. Tamara Konetzka <konetzka@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: David Grabowski <grabowski@med.harvard.edu>, Sally C. Stearns <sstearns@unc.edu>, Joanne Spetz <jojo@alum.mit.edu>
| Session: The Staffing-Outcomes Relationship Revisited: New Evidence from Hospitals and Nursing Homes | Chair: R. Tamara Konetzka  <konetzka@uchicago.edu> |
| Discussant: David Grabowski  <grabowski@med.harvard.edu>, Sally C. Stearns  <sstearns@unc.edu>, Joanne Spetz  <jojo@alum.mit.edu> |
| --- | --- |
| Presenter: Jeongyoung Park  <jypark@email.unc.edu> |  |
| Nursing Home Staffing and Quality of Care | Authors: Jeongyoung Park, Sally Stearns |

| Tuesday June 6, 2006 1345-1515 | Room: 325 |

| Tuesday June 6, 2006 1345-1515 | Room: 325 |

| Session: The Staffing-Outcomes Relationship Revisited: New Evidence from Hospitals and Nursing Homes | Chair: R. Tamara Konetzka  <konetzka@uchicago.edu> |
| Discussant: David Grabowski  <grabowski@med.harvard.edu>, Sally C. Stearns  <sstearns@unc.edu>, Joanne Spetz  <jojo@alum.mit.edu> |
| --- | --- |
| Presenter: Lynn Unruh  <lunruh@mail.ucf.edu> |  |
| Nursing Staff Reductions, Workload Increases, and Adverse Events in Florida Hospitals 1992-2004: New Variable and Longitudinal Approaches | Authors: Lynn Unruh, Keon Lee, Ning Zhang |
Disease Status and Health-Specific Moral Hazard Effects
Authors: Cagatay Koc

Presenter: Cagatay Koc <ckoc@uta.edu>

Session: The Value of Health Insurance in Different Health States: Policy Implications
Chair: Richard Hirth <rhirth@umich.edu>
Discussant: Alan Monheit <monheiarc@umdnj.edu>

Fairness to All Parties: Resolving Utilization Review Disputes under ERISA with the Contingent Claims Contract Model
Authors: Dahlia K. Remler, Kamiar Khajavi

Presenter: Dahlia Remler <Dahlia_Remler@baruch.cuny.edu>

Session: The Value of Health Insurance in Different Health States: Policy Implications
Chair: Richard Hirth <rhirth@umich.edu>
Discussant: Alan Monheit <monheiarc@umdnj.edu>

The Effect of Private Health Insurance on Health Care Purchases and on Health in Brazil
Authors: John A. Nyman, Nathan Barleen

Presenter: John Nyman <nyman001@umn.edu>

Session: The Value of Health Insurance in Different Health States: Policy Implications
Chair: Richard Hirth <rhirth@umich.edu>
Discussant: Alan Monheit <monheiarc@umdnj.edu>
The Welfare Consequences of Hospital Mergers
Authors: Robert Town, Douglas Wholey, Roger Feldman, Lawton R. Burns
Presenter: Robert Town <rjtong@umn.edu>
Session: Topics in Industrial Organization
Chair: David Dranove <d-dranove@northwestern.edu>
Discussant: David Dranove <d-dranove@northwestern.edu>, Andrew Sfekas, Leemore Dafny

Why So Few Integrated Plans? Simulating the Impact of an Alternative Health Insurance Strategy
Authors: Katherine Ho
Presenter: Katherine Ho <kh2214@columbia.edu>
Session: Topics in Industrial Organization
Chair: David Dranove <d-dranove@northwestern.edu>
Discussant: David Dranove <d-dranove@northwestern.edu>, Andrew Sfekas, Leemore Dafny

Patient Learning and Advertising in the diffusion of Cox-2 Inhibitors
Authors: Pradeep Chintagunta, Renna Jiang, Ginger Jin
Presenter: Ginger Jin <jin@econ.umd.edu>
Session: Topics in Industrial Organization
Chair: David Dranove <d-dranove@northwestern.edu>
Discussant: David Dranove <d-dranove@northwestern.edu>, Andrew Sfekas, Leemore Dafny
Effects of Time Costs on the Quantity and Intensity of Physical Exercise
Authors: David Meltzer, Bapu Jena
Presenter: David Meltzer <dmeltzer@medicine.bsd.uchicago.edu>
Session: The Economics of Exercise
Chair: David Meltzer <dmeltzer@medicine.bsd.uchicago.edu>
Discussant:

The Effect of Retirement on Weight Gain
Authors: Darius Lakdawalla
Presenter: Darius Lakdawalla <darius@rand.org>
Session: The Economics of Exercise
Chair: David Meltzer <dmeltzer@medicine.bsd.uchicago.edu>
Discussant:

Title IX, School Sports Participation and Adolescent Health
Authors: Robert Kaestner
Presenter: Robert Kaestner <kaestner@uic.edu>
Session: The Economics of Exercise
Chair: David Meltzer <dmeltzer@medicine.bsd.uchicago.edu>
Discussant:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session: Obesity 2</th>
<th>Chair: Martin Gaynor  <a href="mailto:mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu">mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu</a></th>
<th>Discussant: Martin Gaynor  <a href="mailto:mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu">mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Impact of Obesity on Labor Market Outcomes of the Elderly
Authors: Francesco Renna, Nidhi Thakur

**Presenter:** Francesco Renna <frenna@uakron.edu>

#### Session: Obesity 2
**Chair:** Martin Gaynor  <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>  
**Discussant:** Martin Gaynor  <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>

### Is Being Overweight A Big Deal? Body Mass Index and Health Dynamics of Elderly Americans
Authors: Zhou Yang

**Presenter:** Zhou Yang <zyang@phhp.ufl.edu>

#### Session: Obesity 2
**Chair:** Martin Gaynor  <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>  
**Discussant:** Martin Gaynor  <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>

### The effect of obesity on labor market outcomes
Authors: Euna Han

**Presenter:** Euna Han <eunhan@email.unc.edu>

#### Session: Obesity 2
**Chair:** Martin Gaynor  <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>  
**Discussant:** Martin Gaynor  <mgaynor@andrew.cmu.edu>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Discussant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prenatal Health Investments: What’s the Child’s Gender got to do with it?</strong></td>
<td>Aparna Lhila, Kosali Simon</td>
<td>Aparna Lhila <a href="mailto:al243@cornell.edu">al243@cornell.edu</a></td>
<td>Pre/Post-Natal</td>
<td>James Burgess</td>
<td>James Burgess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Providing a Healthier State to Life: The Impact of Conditional Cash Transfers on Infant Mortality</strong></td>
<td>Tania Barham</td>
<td>Tania Barham <a href="mailto:tania.barham@colorado.edu">tania.barham@colorado.edu</a></td>
<td>Pre/Post-Natal</td>
<td>James Burgess</td>
<td>James Burgess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When Low Birth Weight Babies Grow Up: Can Parents Buffer Their Health Shock?</strong></td>
<td>Ming-Jen Lin, Jin-Tan Liu, Shin-Yi Chou</td>
<td>Shin-Yi Chou <a href="mailto:syc2@lehigh.edu">syc2@lehigh.edu</a></td>
<td>Pre/Post-Natal</td>
<td>James Burgess</td>
<td>James Burgess</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Review and Synthesis of the Cost and Benefits of Health Facilities Regulation in the U.S.
Authors: Christopher Conover
Presenter: Christopher Conover <conoverc@hpolicy.duke.edu>
Session: Costs
Chair: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
Discussant: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>

Estimating the Cost of Capital for Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology, and Medical Device Firms
Authors: Scott Harrington
Presenter: Scott Harrington <harring@wharton.upenn.edu>
Session: Costs
Chair: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
Discussant: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>

More Predictive Modeling of Total Healthcare Costs Using Pharmacy Claims Data: Adherence and Boosted Regression
Authors: M. Christopher Roebuck
Presenter: M. Christopher Roebuck <chris.roebuck@caremark.com>
Session: Costs
Chair: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
Discussant: Joel Hay <jhay@usc.edu>
Effect of proximity to death on participation in the long-term care market
Authors: France Priez, Sally Stearns

Presenter: France Priez <france.priez@psu.edu>

Session: Aging
Chair: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>

Spatial Analysis of Elderly Access to Primary Care Services: Informing the Debate on Physician Shortage in the U.S.
Authors: Lee Mobley, Elisabeth Root, Luc Anselin, Nancy Gracia, Julia Koschinsky

Presenter: Lee Mobley <lmobley@rti.org>

Session: Aging
Chair: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>

Spend It While You Can Still Enjoy It: Health, Longevity, Aging, and Consumption in the Life Cycle
Authors: Lauren Olsho

Presenter: Lauren Olsho <leolsho@wisc.edu>

Session: Aging
Chair: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Discussant: Willard Manning <w-manning@uchicago.edu>
Does Liability for Medical Malpractice Drive Health Care Costs and Technology Adoption?

Authors: Seth Seabury

Presenter: Seth Seabury <seabury@rand.org>

Session: Technology
Chair: Catherine McLaughlin <cmcl@umich.edu>
Discussant: Robert Town <rjtown@umn.edu>, Loren Baker, Daniel Eisenberg <daneis@umich.edu>

Is Managed Care Restraining the Adoption of Technologies by Hospitals?

Authors: Nuria Mas, Janice Seinfeld

Presenter: Janice Seinfeld <Seinfeld_JN@up.edu.pe>

Session: Technology
Chair: Catherine McLaughlin <cmcl@umich.edu>
Discussant: Robert Town <rjtown@umn.edu>, Loren Baker, Daniel Eisenberg <daneis@umich.edu>

Surplus Appropriation from R&D and Technology Assessment Procedures

Authors: Tomas Philipson

Presenter: Tomas Philipson <t-philipson@uchicago.edu>

Session: Technology
Chair: Catherine McLaughlin <cmcl@umich.edu>
Discussant: Robert Town <rjtown@umn.edu>, Loren Baker, Daniel Eisenberg <daneis@umich.edu>
Monday June 5, 2006 1530-1700
Room: 309

Medical Malpractice: Examining its Effect on Hospital Efficiency
Authors: Shalini Bagga
 Presenter: Shalini Bagga <sbagga@tulane.edu>

Session: Malpractice
Chair: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>
Discussant: Partha Deb <partha.deb@hunter.cuny.edu>, Jinny Kim, Hua Wang <wang1@email.unc.edu>

The Impact of Liability on the Physician Labor Market
Authors: Eric Helland, Claremont McKenna, Mark Showalter
 Presenter: Mark Showalter <showalter@byu.edu>

Session: Malpractice
Chair: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>
Discussant: Partha Deb <partha.deb@ hunter.cuny.edu>, Jinny Kim, Hua Wang <wang1@email.unc.edu>

The Impact of Malpractice Liability Claims on Physician Outcomes and Practice Patterns
Authors: Gilbert Gimm
 Presenter: Gilbert Gimm <gilber20@wharton.upenn.edu>

Session: Malpractice
Chair: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>
Discussant: Partha Deb <partha.deb@ hunter.cuny.edu>, Jinny Kim, Hua Wang <wang1@email.unc.edu>
Single Specialty Hospitals and Competition in the Hospital Industry
Authors: Kathleen Carey, Gary Young, James Burgess

Presenter: Kathleen Carey <Kathleen.Carey@med.va.gov>
Session: Hospitals 3
Chair: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>

The Effects of Specialty Hospitals on General Hospital Operating Margins, 1997-2003
Authors: John Schneider, Robert Ohsfeldt, Michael Morrisey, Pengxiang Li, Bennet Zelner, Thomas Miller

Presenter: John Schneider <john-schneider@uiowa.edu>
Session: Hospitals 3
Chair: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>

The Influence of Competitors’ Performance on Hospital Efficiency
Authors: Gary Ferrier, Vivian Valdmanis

Presenter: Vivian Valdmanis <v.valdma@usip.edu>
Session: Hospitals 3
Chair: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Discussant: William Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Hospital Financial Performance and Service Offerings
Authors: Richard C. Lindrooth, Gloria J. Bazzoli, Jan P. Clement, Mei Zhao
Presenter: Richard Lindrooth <lindrorc@musc.edu22>
Session: New Competitive Pressures Confronting US Hospitals
Chair: Gloria Bazzoli <gbazzoli@vcu.edu>
Discussant: Jack Zwanziger <jzwanzig@uic.edu>, Jennifer Troyer <jtroyer@email.uncc.edu>, Leemore Dafney <l-dafny@kellogg.northwestern.edu>

The Effect of Hospital Safety Reports and a Tiered Hospital Network on Inpatient Referrals
Authors: Dennis P. Scanlon, Jon B. Christianson, Eric W. Ford, Coleen Lucas
Presenter: Dennis Scanlon <dpscanlon@psu.edu>
Session: New Competitive Pressures Confronting US Hospitals
Chair: Gloria Bazzoli <gbazzoli@vcu.edu>
Discussant: Jack Zwanziger <jzwanzig@uic.edu>, Jennifer Troyer <jtroyer@email.uncc.edu>, Leemore Dafney <l-dafny@kellogg.northwestern.edu>

Effects of Financial Stress from Price Competition on Hospital Quality of Care
Authors: Kevin Volpp, R. Tamara Konetzka, Julie Sochalski, Jingsan Zhu
Presenter: Kevin Volpp <Volpp70@mail.med.upenn.edu>
Session: New Competitive Pressures Confronting US Hospitals
Chair: Gloria Bazzoli <gbazzoli@vcu.edu>
Discussant: Jack Zwanziger <jzwanzig@uic.edu>, Jennifer Troyer <jtroyer@email.uncc.edu>, Leemore Dafney <l-dafny@kellogg.northwestern.edu>
Pregnancy and the Labor Market over the Business Cycle
Authors: M. Melinda Pitts, Mary Beth Walker

Presenter: Melinda Pitts <melinda.pitts@atlfrb.org>
Session: Healthcare Programs and Policies at the State and Local Level
Chair: Frank Sloan <fsloan@hpolicy.duke.edu>
Discussant: Rebecca Stein <rstein2@ssc.upenn.edu>, Judith A. Shinogle, Alvin Headen <al_headen@ncsu.edu>

The Determinants of Public versus Private Provision of Emergency Medical Services
Authors: Guy David, Arthur Chiang

Presenter: Guy David <gdavid2@wharton.upenn.edu>
Session: Healthcare Programs and Policies at the State and Local Level
Chair: Frank Sloan <fsloan@hpolicy.duke.edu>
Discussant: Rebecca Stein <rstein2@ssc.upenn.edu>, Judith A. Shinogle, Alvin Headen <al_headen@ncsu.edu>

Understanding Local Variation in Physician Employment Arrangements: The Market for Hospitalist Services
Authors: Lorens A. Helmchen, Guy David

Presenter: Lorens Helmchen <helmchen@uic.edu>
Session: Healthcare Programs and Policies at the State and Local Level
Chair: Frank Sloan <fsloan@hpolicy.duke.edu>
Discussant: Rebecca Stein <rstein2@ssc.upenn.edu>, Judith A. Shinogle, Alvin Headen <al_headen@ncsu.edu>
Employment of individuals with mental retardation in South Carolina, 1996-2003
Authors: Joshua R. Mann, Suzanne McDermott, Melayne M. McInnes, Huafeng Zhou
Presenter: Melayne Morgan McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>

Does Greater Exposure to WIC Affect Maternal Behavior and Improve Infant Health? Evidence from the Pregnancy Nutrition Surveillance System
Authors: Ted Joyce, Cristina Yunzal
Presenter: Cristina Yunzal <cyunzal@gmail.com>

State Liquor Policies, Maternal Substance Use, and Child Outcomes
Authors: Angela Fertig, Tara Watson
Presenter: Tara Watson <twatson@williams.edu>
### Violence and Birth Outcomes

**Authors:** Anna Aizer

**Presenter:** Anna Aizer &lt;Anna.aizer@brown.edu&gt;

**Session:** New Data, New Angles on the Determinants of Infant Health

**Chair:** Michael Grossman &lt;mgrossman@gc.cuny.edu&gt;

**Discussant:** Robert Kaestner &lt;kaestner@uic.edu&gt;, Ellen Meara &lt;meara@hcp.med.harvard.edu&gt;, Susan Busch

---

### The Role of Patient vs. Provider-Level Factors in Treatment Patterns and Outcomes Under Managed Behavioral Health Care

**Authors:** Susan Ettner

**Presenter:** Susan Ettner &lt;SEttner@mednet.ucla.edu&gt;

**Session:** Insurance Design and Mental Health Care: Where Are We Now?

**Chair:** Susan H. Busch &lt;susan.busch@yale.edu&gt;

**Discussant:**

---

### The Effects of Expanded Mental Health Benefits on Treatment Costs

**Authors:** Anthony T. LoSasso, Ithai Z. Lurie, Jhee Un Lee, Richard C. Lindrooth

**Presenter:** Anthony LoSasso &lt;losasso@uic.edu&gt;

**Session:** Insurance Design and Mental Health Care: Where Are We Now?

**Chair:** Susan H. Busch &lt;susan.busch@yale.edu&gt;

**Discussant:**

---
Estimating the Family Burden of Children with Mental Health Disorders
Authors: Colleen Barry, Susan Busch

Presenter: Susan Busch <susan.busch@yale.edu>

Session: Insurance Design and Mental Health Care: Where Are We Now?
Chair: Susan H. Busch <susan.busch@yale.edu>
Discussant:

The Effects of Free-Standing Ambulatory Surgery Centers on Hospital Surgery Volume
Authors: John Bian, Michael Morrisey

Presenter: John Bian <jbian@uab.edu>

Session: Care Site
Chair: Dean Lillard <DRL3@cornell.edu>
Discussant: James Marton <marton@uky.edu>

The Quality of Diabetes Care by Insurance Status in Community Health Centers
Authors: James Zhang, Anne Kirchhoff, Jennifer Walk, Marshall Chin

Presenter: James Zhang <xzhang@medicine.bsd.uchicago.edu>

Session: Care Site
Chair: Dean Lillard <DRL3@cornell.edu>
Discussant: James Marton <marton@uky.edu>
### What is the Value of a Critical Access Hospital?

**Authors:** Paul McNamara

**Presenter:** Paul McNamara <mcnamar1@uiuc.edu>

**Session:** Care Site

**Chair:** Dean Lillard <DRL3@cornell.edu>

**Discussant:** James Marton <marton@uky.edu>

---

### Enrollment in Health Insurance Plans Fully Paid by Employers

**Authors:** Alice Zawacki, Amy Taylor

**Presenter:** Alice Zawacki <alice.m.zawacki@census.gov>

**Session:** Employer Sponsored Insurance

**Chair:** David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>

**Discussant:** David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>

---

### The Impact of Increased Tax Subsidies on the Insurance Coverage of Self-Employed Families: Evidence from the 1996-2003 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey

**Authors:** Jessica Vistnes, Thomas Selden

**Presenter:** Thomas Selden <jessica.vistnes@ahrq.hhs.gov>

**Session:** Employer Sponsored Insurance

**Chair:** David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>

**Discussant:** David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>
The Effect of Mandatory Employer-Sponsored Health Insurance on the Use of Part-Time versus Full-Time Workers: The Case of Hawaii.
Authors: Sang-Hyop Lee, Gerard Russo, Lawrence Nitz, Abdul Jabbar, Rui Wang, Thamana Lekprichakul
Presenter: Gerard Russo <russo@hawaii.edu>
Session: Employer Sponsored Insurance
Chair: David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>
Discussant: David Bradford <bradfowd@musc.edu>

Does College Education Impact Obesity and Smoking? Evidence From the Pre-Lottery Vietnam Draft
Authors: Bo MacInnis
Presenter: Bo MacInnis <macinnis@are.berkeley.edu>
Session: Education and Health
Chair: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>
Discussant: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>

The Effect of Education and Parental Education on Obesity
Authors: Mark Stehr
Presenter: Mark Stehr <stehr@drexel.edu>
Session: Education and Health
Chair: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>
Discussant: James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>
### How Does Parental Education Affect Child Health?

**Authors:** Kosali Simon, Dean Lillard, Maki Ueyama  

**Presenter:** Kosali Simon <kis6@cornell.edu>  

**Session:** Education and Health  
**Chair:** James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>  
**Discussant:** James Burgess <jfburges@bu.edu>

### Can you afford to exercise? Effects of time and money income on physical activity and the body mass

**Authors:** Nidhi Thakur  

**Presenter:** Nidhi Thakur <nthakur@bsd.uchicago.edu>  

**Session:** BMI  
**Chair:** Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>  
**Discussant:** Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>

### Intergenerational Obesity Transmission and Correlations of Human Capital Accumulation

**Authors:** Timothy Classen  

**Presenter:** Timothy Classen <tjclassen@wisc.edu>  

**Session:** BMI  
**Chair:** Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>  
**Discussant:** Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>
### Food Insecurity, Food Storage, and Obesity

**Authors:** Sean Cash, David Zilberman  
**Presenter:** Sean Cash <scash@ualberta.ca>  
**Session:** BMI  
**Chair:** Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>  
**Discussant:** Vilma Carande-Kulis <vcarande-kulis@cdc.gov>

---

### Income-Related Disparities in Kidney Transplant Graft Failures Are Eliminated by Medicare’s Immunosuppression Coverage

**Authors:** Robert Woodward, Ricardo Soares  
**Presenter:** Robert Woodward <rsw@unh.edu>  
**Session:** Medicare Drug Benefit  
**Chair:** Carole Gresenz <gresenz@rand.org>  
**Discussant:** Will Dow, Stephen Zuckerman <szuckerm@ui.urban.org>, Bill Encinosa <wencinos@ahrq.gov>

---

### Potential for adverse selection for the new Medicare drug benefit

**Authors:** Patrick Bernet  
**Presenter:** Patrick Bernet <pmbernet@healthcarefinance.org>  
**Session:** Medicare Drug Benefit  
**Chair:** Carole Gresenz <gresenz@rand.org>  
**Discussant:** Will Dow, Stephen Zuckerman <szuckerm@ui.urban.org>, Bill Encinosa <wencinos@ahrq.gov>
Storm Clouds on the Horizon – Expected Adverse Selection in Medicare Prescription Drug Plans
Authors: Steven Pizer, Austin Frakt, Roger Feldman
Presenter: Steven Pizer <pizer@bu.edu>

Cost-effectiveness of implementation research: the VA QUERI program
Authors: Mark Smith, Paul Barnett, Andrea Shane
Presenter: Mark Smith <mark.smith9@va.gov>

Validity and Reliability of Willingness-to-Pay Estimates: Evidence from Two Overlapping Discrete-Choice Experiments
Authors: Peter Zweifel, Harry Telser, Karolin Becker
Presenter: Peter Zweifel <pziweifel@soi.unizh.ch>
The Use of Time-Variant Attributes in Conjoint Analysis
Authors: Eric Nauenberg, Richard Ito, Lusine Abrahamyan, Amir Azarpazhooh, Nancy Valencia Rojas

Presenter: Eric Nauenberg <eric.nauenberg@utoronto.ca>

Session: Cost-Effectiveness
Chair: David Meltzer <dmeltzer@medicine.uchicago.edu>
Discussant: David Meltzer <dmeltzer@medicine.uchicago.edu>, William Cartwright <wc34b.nih.gov>, Scott Grosse <sgrosse@cdc.gov>

Information Technology Adoption and the Quality of Care in U.S. Hospitals
Authors: Tim Simcoe, Dov Rothman

Presenter: Timothy Simcoe <Timothy.Simcoe@Rotman.Utoronto.Ca>

Session: The economics of health information technology (IT): Financial and clinical impacts of health IT adoption
Chair: Stephen T. Parente <sparente@csom.umn.edu>
Discussant: Jonathan Ketcham <ketcham@asu.edu>, Yunwei Gai <yyg1175@garnet.acns.fsu.edu>
The financial and clinical value of hospital information technology: A study of complementarity between monitoring technologies and health system organization

Authors: Jeffrey S. McCullough

Presenter: Jeffrey McCullough <mcculljs@musc.edu>

Session: The economics of health information technology (IT): Financial and clinical impacts of health IT adoption
Chair: Stephen T. Parente <sparente@csom.umn.edu>
Discussant: Jonathan Ketcham <ketcham@asu.edu>, Yunwei Gai <yyg1175@garnet.acns.fsu.edu>

Network Effects and Diffusion of Health Information Technology

Authors: Michael F. Furukawa

Presenter: Michael Furukawa <Michael.Furukawa@asu.edu>

Session: The economics of health information technology (IT): Financial and clinical impacts of health IT adoption
Chair: Stephen T. Parente <sparente@csom.umn.edu>
Discussant: Jonathan Ketcham <ketcham@asu.edu>, Yunwei Gai <yyg1175@garnet.acns.fsu.edu>
Does Information Matter? The Case of Nursing Home Report Cards
Authors: David C. Grabowski, Jonathan Gruber, Robert J. Town

Presenter: David Grabowski <grabowski@med.harvard.edu>

Session: Quality of Nursing Home Care
Chair: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>
Discussant: Jennifer Troyer <jtroyer@email.uncc.edu>, John Nyman <nyman001@umn.edu>, Melinda Beeuwkes Buntin <buntin@rand.org>

The Cost-Quality Relationship: Evidence from Ontario Complex Continuing Care
Authors: Walter P. Wodchis, Gary F. Teare, Geoff M. Anderson

Presenter: Walter Wodchis <walter.wodchis@utoronto.ca>

Session: Quality of Nursing Home Care
Chair: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>
Discussant: Jennifer Troyer <jtroyer@email.uncc.edu>, John Nyman <nyman001@umn.edu>, Melinda Beeuwkes Buntin <buntin@rand.org>

Nursing Home Litigation: Does it Work as a Deterrent Against Low-Quality Care?
Authors: R. Tamara Konetzka, Sally Stearns

Presenter: Sally Stearns <sstearns@unc.edu>

Session: Quality of Nursing Home Care
Chair: Edward Norton <edward_norton@unc.edu>
Discussant: Jennifer Troyer <jtroyer@email.uncc.edu>, John Nyman <nyman001@umn.edu>, Melinda Beeuwkes Buntin <buntin@rand.org>
The Effect of Rate Regulation on Access to Supplemental Health Insurance

Authors: M. Kate Bundorf, Kosali Simon

Presenter: Kate Bundorf <bundorf@stanford.edu>

Session: Demography and Economics of Health and Aging
Chair: Katherine McDonald  <kathy.mcdonald@stanford.edu>
Discussant: Kate Bundorf  <bundorf@stanford.edu>, Jay Bhattacharya  <jay@stanford.edu>, Jun Ma  <jun.ma@stanford.edu>

The Incidence of the Healthcare Costs of Obesity

Authors: Jay Bhattacharya, M. Kate Bundorf

Presenter: Jay Bhattacharya <jay@stanford.edu>

Session: Demography and Economics of Health and Aging
Chair: Katherine McDonald  <kathy.mcdonald@stanford.edu>
Discussant: Kate Bundorf  <bundorf@stanford.edu>, Jay Bhattacharya  <jay@stanford.edu>, Jun Ma  <jun.ma@stanford.edu>
JNC VI Had Modest Impact on Antihypertensive Prescribing Patterns in the US between 1993 and 2002

Authors: Jun Ma, Ky-Van Lee, Randall Stafford

Presenter: Jun Ma <jun.ma@stanford.edu>

Session: Demography and Economics of Health and Aging
Chair: Katherine McDonald <kathy.mcdonald@stanford.edu>
Discussant: Kate Bundorf <bundorf@stanford.edu>, Jay Bhattacharya <jay@stanford.edu>, Jun Ma <jun.ma@stanford.edu>

Dealing with unobserved heterogeneity in dynamic models for limited dependent health variables

Authors: Paulo Guimaraes

Presenter: Paulo Guimaraes <randals@musc.edu>

Session: Econometrics: Modelling Unobserved Heterogeneity in Health
Chair: Richard C. Lindrooth <lindrorc@musc.edu>
Discussant: Will Manning

Weak instruments in nonlinear models with endogenous regressors

Authors: Partha Deb

Presenter: Partha Deb <partha.deb@hunter.cuny.edu>

Session: Econometrics: Modelling Unobserved Heterogeneity in Health
Chair: Richard C. Lindrooth <lindrorc@musc.edu>
Discussant: Will Manning
Wednesday June 7, 2006 0800-0930
Room: 335

Structural Econometric Evaluation of Randomized Clinical Trials
Authors: Bart Hamilton
Presenter: Bart Hamilton <hamiltonb@wustl.edu>
Session: Econometrics: Modelling Unobserved Heterogeneity in Health
Chair: Richard C. Lindrooth <lindrorc@musc.edu>
Discussant: Will Manning

Wednesday June 7, 2006 0945-1115
Room: 121

Cost Effectiveness of Interventions for Teen Diet and Exercise
Authors: Marilyn Frenn, Evelyn Kuhn, Hua Liu, Ramesh Sachdeva
Presenter: Marilyn Frenn <marilyn.frenn@mu.edu>
Session: Influence of Activity
Chair: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>
Discussant: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>

Wednesday June 7, 2006 0945-1115
Room: 121

The Effect of Physical Activity on Short Run Medical Costs and Lost Work Days among US Adults
Authors: Eric Keuffel
Presenter: Eric Keuffel <ekeuffel@wharton.upenn.edu>
Session: Influence of Activity
Chair: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>
Discussant: Timothy McBride <mcbridet@slu.edu>
Weather Conditions and Disparities in Physical Activity and Obesity in the United States
Authors: Daniel Eisenberg, Diane Schanzenbach, Edward Okeke

Presenter: Daniel Eisenberg <daneis@umich.edu>

Session: Influence of Activity
Chair: Timothy McBride <mcbridget@slu.edu>
Discussant: Timothy McBride <mcbridget@slu.edu>

Effects of the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) on Access to Dental Care and Use of Dental Services
Authors: Hua Wang, Edward Norton, Gary Rozier

Presenter: Hua Wang <cqe2@cdc.gov>

Session: Children’s Health Insurance
Chair: Ciaran Phibbs <cphibbs@stanford.edu>
Discussant: Gabriel Picone <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>, Kosali Simon <kis6@cornell.edu>, Ciaran Phibbs <cphibbs@stanford.edu>

The Role of Race and Ethnicity in Children’s Health Insurance Coverage
Authors: Thomas Selden, Yuriy Pylypchuk

Presenter: Thomas Selden <s.grantham@starpower.net>

Session: Children’s Health Insurance
Chair: Ciaran Phibbs <cphibbs@stanford.edu>
Discussant: Gabriel Picone <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>, Kosali Simon <kis6@cornell.edu>, Ciaran Phibbs <cphibbs@stanford.edu>
Are there differential effects of Medicaid and SCHIP managed care on children with chronic conditions?

Authors: Amy Davidoff, Brigette Courtot, Emerald Adams

Presenter: Amy Davidoff <davidoff@umbc.edu>

Session: Children’s Health Insurance
Chair: Ciaran Phibbs <cphibbs@stanford.edu>
Discussant: Gabriel Picone <gpicone@coba.usf.edu>, Kosali Simon <kis6@cornell.edu>, Ciaran Phibbs <cphibbs@stanford.edu>

A Multi-linear Multi-Attribute Utility Function for the Health Utilities Index Mark 3 System

Authors: David Feeny, William Furlong, George Torrance, Charles Goldsmith, Sonja DePauw, JoAnn Kingston-Riechers

Presenter: David Feeny <dfeeny@pharmacy.ualberta.ca>

Session: Health Utility
Chair: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>

Construct Validity of the Health Utilities Index Mark 3 (HUI3): Alzheimer Disease, Arthritis and Cataract

Authors: Keiko Asakawa, David Feeny

Presenter: Keiko Asakawa <kasakawa@ualberta.ca>

Session: Health Utility
Chair: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Consistency between willingness to pay for reducing the risk of adverse drug events and the associated health-related utility gain

Authors: Rosa Rodriguez-Monguio

Presenter: Rosa Rodriguez-Monguio <rmonguio@sph.osu.edu>

Session: Health Utility
Chair: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Albert Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>

A study of income-motivated behavior among general practitioners

Authors: Tor Iversen

Presenter: Tor Iversen <tor.iversen@medisin.uio.no>

Session: Physician Behavior
Chair: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Discussant: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>

Factors Affecting Physician Productivity in a Proceduralist Specialty, Radiology

Authors: Jonathan Sunshine, Cristian Meghea

Presenter: Cristian Meghea <cristianm@acr.org>

Session: Physician Behavior
Chair: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Discussant: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Nobody does it better? The impact of surgeon specialty on outcomes for carotid endarterectomy.

Authors: Christopher Hollenbeak, Adam Bowman, David Han

Presenter: Christopher Hollenbeak <chollenbeak@psu.edu>

Session: Physician Behavior
Chair: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>
Discussant: Melayne McInnes <mcinnes@moore.sc.edu>


Authors: Cathy Bradley, David Neumark, Zhehui Luo, Heather Bednarek

Presenter: Zhehui Luo <zluo@epi.msu.edu>

Session: Insurance 4
Chair: Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>
Discussant: Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>

Adverse selection in a voluntary-based RMHC insurance scheme

Authors: Hong Wang, Licheng Zhang, Winnie Yip, William Hsiao

Presenter: Hong Wang <hong.wang@yale.edu>

Session: Insurance 4
Chair: Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>
Discussant: Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>
Does Extending Health Insurance Coverage to the Uninsured Improve Population Health Outcomes?

**Authors:** Jennifer Rice, James Thornton

**Presenter:** Jennifer Rice <jennifer.rice@emich.edu>

**Session:** Insurance 4

**Chair:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>

**Discussant:** Michael Hagan <mhagan@ahrq.gov>

---

The interdependence of youth cigarette and alcohol demand with prices of other consumer products

**Authors:** John Tauras, Sara Markowitz

**Presenter:** John Tauras <tauras@uic.edu>

**Session:** Teenagers and Substance Use

**Chair:** Rosalie Pacula <pacula@rand.org>

**Discussant:** Don Kenkel <dsk10@cornell.edu>, Gulcin Gumus <ggumus@miami.edu>, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

---

Does the economy affect teenage substance use?

**Authors:** Jeremy Arkes

**Presenter:** Jeremy Arkes <Jeremy_Arkes@rand.org>

**Session:** Teenagers and Substance Use

**Chair:** Rosalie Pacula <pacula@rand.org>

**Discussant:** Don Kenkel <dsk10@cornell.edu>, Gulcin Gumus <ggumus@miami.edu>, Sara Markowitz <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>
**MJ use in late adolescence and its affect on delinquency and crime**

**Authors:** J. Catherine MacClean, Michael T. French, Rosalie Liccardo Pacula

**Presenter:** Catherine MacLean  
<jmaclean@miami.edu>

**Session:** Teenagers and Substance Use  
**Chair:** Rosalie Pacula  <pacula@rand.org>  
**Discussant:** Don Kenkel  <dsk10@cornell.edu>, Gulcin Gumus  <ggumus@miami.edu>, Sara Markowitz  <smarkow@newark.rutgers.edu>

---

**Panel**

**Presenter:** David Mirvis  <dmirvis@utmem.edu>

**Session:** The Role of Health Improvement in Economic Redevelopment After Natural Disasters: The Case of Hurricane Katrina in the Lower Mississippi River Delta  
**Chair:** Cyril F. Chang  <cchang@memphis.edu>  
**Discussant:**

---

**Panel**

**Presenter:** Arthur Cosby  <arthur.cosby@ssrc.msstate.edu>

**Session:** The Role of Health Improvement in Economic Redevelopment After Natural Disasters: The Case of Hurricane Katrina in the Lower Mississippi River Delta  
**Chair:** Cyril F. Chang  <cchang@memphis.edu>  
**Discussant:**
Panel

Presenter: Gregg Greenough <ggreenou@hsph.harvard.edu>

Session: The Role of Health Improvement in Economic Redevelopment After Natural Disasters: The Case of Hurricane Katrina in the Lower Mississippi River Delta
Chair: Cyril F. Chang <cchang@memphis.edu>
Discussant:

Behavioral Economics and Conflicts of Interest

Authors: George Loewenstein

Presenter: George Loewenstein <gl20@andrew.cmu.edu>

Session: Behavioral Economics Applied to Issues in Health
Chair: Mark Schlesinger <mark.schlesinger@yale.edu>
Discussant: Mark Schlesinger <mark.schlesinger@yale.edu>

Market Responses to Consumer Self Control problems

Authors: Botond Kosegi

Presenter: Botond Kosegi <botond@econ.berkeley.edu>

Session: Behavioral Economics Applied to Issues in Health
Chair: Mark Schlesinger <mark.schlesinger@yale.edu>
Discussant: Mark Schlesinger <mark.schlesinger@yale.edu>
Choice, Price Competition, and Complexity in Health Insurance Markets
Authors: Richard Frank

Presenter: Richard Frank <frank@hcp.med.harvard.edu>

Session: Behavioral Economics Applied to Issues in Health
Chair: Mark Schlesinger <mark.schlesinger@yale.edu>
Discussant: Mark Schlesinger <mark.schlesinger@yale.edu>

Methods for Comparing Health Disparities Over Time and Space
Authors: Thomas G. McGuire, Ben Le Cook, Jeanne Miranda

Presenter: Tom McGuire <mcguire@hcp.med.harvard.edu>

Session: Health Disparities – Methods, Empirics, and Policy Implications
Chair: Albert A. Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Christopher J. Ruhm <chrisruhm@uncg.edu>, Darius N. Lakdawalla <darius@rand.org>

Assessing Socio-economic Disparities in Household Health Expenditures in Thailand During Pre- and Post- Economic Crisis Periods
Authors: Chutima Suraratdecha, Albert A. Okunade

Presenter: Chutima Suraratdecha <csuraratdecha@path.org>

Session: Health Disparities – Methods, Empirics, and Policy Implications
Chair: Albert A. Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Christopher J. Ruhm <chrisruhm@uncg.edu>, Darius N. Lakdawalla <darius@rand.org>
Health Insurance Disparities in Traditional and Contingent/Alternative Employment
Authors: Shelley I. White-Means, Joni Hersch
Presenter: Shelley White-Means <jennan@uci.edu>
Session: Health Disparities – Methods, Empirics, and Policy Implications
Chair: Albert A. Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Christopher J. Ruhm <chrisruhm@uncg.edu>, Darius N. Lakdawalla <darius@rand.org>

Authors: Danielle Rose Ash
Presenter: Danielle Rose Ash <droseash@ucla.edu>
Session: Health Disparities – Methods, Empirics, and Policy Implications
Chair: Albert A. Okunade <aokunade@memphis.edu>
Discussant: Christopher J. Ruhm <chrisruhm@uncg.edu>, Darius N. Lakdawalla <darius@rand.org>

The Effect of Health on Changing Labor Outcomes in Transition China
Authors: Will Dow, Deokhee Yi
Presenter: Will Dow <wdow@berkeley.edu>
Session: Micro Empirical Evidence on Health and Development
Chair: Paul Schultz <paul.schultz@yale.edu>
Discussant:
Long Term Consequences of Family Planning and Reproductive Health Intervention in Matlab, Bangladesh
Authors: Paul Schultz, Shareen Joshi

Presenter: Paul Schultz <paul.schultz@yale.edu>

Session: Micro Empirical Evidence on Health and Development
Chair: Paul Schultz <paul.schultz@yale.edu>
Discussant:

Immediate and Longer-Term Effects of Health on Socio-economic Success
Authors: Duncan Thomas, Elizabeth Frankenberg, Jed Friedman, Jean-Pierre Habicht, Nick Ingwersen, Nathan Jones, Christopher Mckelvey, Gretel Pello, James P. Smith, Bondan Sikoki, Cecep Sumantri, Wayan Suriastini

Presenter: Duncan Thomas <dt@ucla.edu>

Session: Micro Empirical Evidence on Health and Development
Chair: Paul Schultz <paul.schultz@yale.edu>
Discussant:

HIV Treatment Breakthroughs and Precaution Among the Uninfected
Authors: Darius Lakdawalla, Neeraj Sood

Presenter: Darius Lakdawalla <darius@rand.org>

Session: Economic Analyses HIV/AIDS Transmission, Identification and Treatment
Chair: Arleen Leibowitz <arleen@ucla.edu>
Discussant:
Distance and Time Costs of HIV Testing
Authors: Arleen Leibowitz, Stephanie Taylor

Presenter: Arleen Leibowitz <arleen@ucla.edu>

Session: Economic Analyses HIV/AIDS Transmission, Identification and Treatment
Chair: Arleen Leibowitz <arleen@ucla.edu>
Discussant:

Estimating the Impact of Medical Innovation: A Case Study of HIV Antiretroviral Treatments
Authors: Mark G. Duggan, William N. Evans

Presenter: Mark Duggan <duggan@econ.umd.edu>

Session: Economic Analyses HIV/AIDS Transmission, Identification and Treatment
Chair: Arleen Leibowitz <arleen@ucla.edu>
Discussant: